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From the Publisher

T
he function of marketing a product in a

domain where it is not fully understood is

a challenging task. If the product is not a

tangible one and is conceptual in nature, it is

even more intriguing. Insurance marketing in India

faces these challenges and as has been said very

often, it needs to be sold rather than bought

voluntarily by the common man. All the same, it is

a welcome sign that this trend is undergoing a

positive transformation although not at a pace

that one would desire it to happen.

As in any product, insurance marketing involves

several strategic roles that the top managements

have to address tactfully. At the outset, market

research and analysis have to be done carefully

in order that there is a proper match between

identification of the need of the prospect and

the designing of the product. It would be

redundant to add that the best effort in designing

a product could end in a fiasco if the final output

is not anywhere close to the needs of the market.

In a domain that is not very mature, there may be

need to even push a product that would be in

the interests of the general masses, although a

perceptible demand is absent.

Publicity for the product, which is an essential

component of marketing, should be in such a

manner that it is easily understood and appealing

to the general public. The aim should not only be

at promoting the product but also at disseminating

proper information about the product. This would

lead to the buyer making an informed decision,

to a great extent; and would eventually avoid post-

sale complications that are the bane of any

evolving market. It should also be kept in mind

that the publicity effort should target different

segments of the population; and wherever

required, there should be different forms of

conveying the message in a comprehensible

fashion. Above all, it should be appreciated that

the best efforts in product development could

still lead to market failure if the training and

education of the intermediary is insufficient.

A well-trained and a plain-speaking intermediary

has the ability to be the best brand ambassador

for any player.

‘Insurance Marketing’ is the focus of this issue of

the Journal. One of the most basic forms of

insurance is Accident Insurance, which one would

expect to be least controversial. The focus of

the next issue of the Journal will be ‘Accident

Insurance’.

J. Hari Narayan
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from the editor

T
o decide upon the marketing strategies in promoting an intangible product; and in an emerging

domain, at that, is replete with lots of complications. At the outset, the marketing strategies should

be so designed that they appeal to different sections of the society which are alienated from each

other by virtue of economic status, educational levels and income distribution. Corporates would do well to

identify separate strategies for different sections of the population, thus targeting each of the segments

differently. In the case of insurance, there is a great need to impress upon the rural masses as also the

economically downtrodden, the role of having in place proper risk-management tools to obviate their possibility

of being victims of circumstances.

Historically, it has been mentioned that poverty is at the root of poor development in the rural areas; and on

more than one occasion, even wished away in exasperation. The revolution that has been brought in by the

FMCG sector has under-pinned the importance of proper marketing strategies that would bring in the

desired changes in the thinking of rural masses. Especially in the case of insurance, one would appreciate

that it is not merely the affordability factor that is responsible for the poor growth levels but the inability to

understand its role. It is here that the need exists for appealing to the masses directly through a medium

that they can easily follow. The process may call for the adoption of a few revolutionary, out-of-the-box

solutions, which insurers should not shy away from.

Some of the players have already demonstrated amply what successful marketing strategies can lead to.

There is need for all the others to emulate them in ensuring that it is not merely their marketing requirements

that are accomplished but a more sensible, economically risk-free society that results. It is gratifying to note

that the trend has been initiated and one would hope that it is taken forward in the right earnest. At the

top of the agenda should be the proper training of the person who has an inter-face with the masses – not

a one-time act but an on-going exercise that would ensure that he/she is equipped with the wherewithal.

‘Insurance Marketing’ is the focus of this issue of the Journal. We open the issue with an article by Mr.

Debashis Sarkar who writes that retaining the existing client should be at the forefront of the marketing

exercise, as it indicates that he is kept satisfied. He further has a few marketing tips that would come in

handy in times of slowdowns. The next article is by Mr. Nitish Asthana who says that just as the telecom

boom brought home new realities, insurance marketing among the telecom clientele will bring in insurance

penetration into hitherto unknown domains. Mr. David Chandrasekharan, in his article, emphasizes on some

of the important marketing strategies that life insurers have to adopt; while questioning whether there has

been any worthwhile change in the marketing styles of insurers. The next article is by Mr. Easwaran P.R. in

which he gives details of the role of IT in insurance marketing; and what is in store for the future times.

In the ‘follow-through’ section, Dr. G. Gopalakrishna touches upon the repudiation of claims by life insurers

which he insists is essential in light of the large scale fraudulent attempts by tricksters. Mr. Jagendra Kumar,

in his article in the ‘end-user’ section, describes the various styles that motor thieves adopt; and suggests

ways to defeat them in order that this class of insurance stops bleeding. In the end, we have an article by

Mr. Devarakonda VS Ramesh in the ‘thinking cap’ section that talks about the role of insurance as a social

security measure for the unorganized sector.

Accident Insurance, while being simple in its coverage and contract obligations, has its own share of

contradictions and limitations. The focus of the next issue of the Journal will be on ‘Accident Insurance’.

U. Jawaharlal

Tapping the Potential
– So Near, Yet So Far

• 

• 
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Section 64V(1) of the Insurance Act lays down the manner of

valuation of Assets and Liabilities of insurance companies. Proviso

(ii) (b) of the said section provides for creation of reserves for

unexpired risks in respect of-

(i) fire and miscellaneous business, 50 per cent,

(ii) marine cargo business, 50 per cent, and

(iii) marine hull business, 100 per cent, of the premium, net of

re-insurances, during the preceding twelve months.

Further, Clause 2 of part I of Schedule B of the IRDA (Preparation

of Financial Statements & Auditors’ Report of Insurance

Companies) Regulations, 2002 (the Regulations) provides that a

reserve for unexpired risks shall be created as the amount

representing that part of the premium written which is

attributable to, and to be allocated to the succeeding

accounting periods and shall not be less than as required under

Section 64V(l)(ii)(b) of the Insurance Act.

The Authority has examined the request of insurers seeking

relaxation from the stipulation that “such reserve shall not be

less than as required under Section 64V(l)(ii) (b) of the Insurance

Act”, irrespective of the premium allocated to the succeeding

accounting periods in respect of the health insurance business.

While the amendment to the statutory provisions as stipulated

are being separately examined by the Authority to provide for

appropriate regulatory framework for creation of Reserve for

Unexpired Risk, taking into account the peculiar nature of the

health segment, limited relaxation is being extended to the non

CIRCULAR
March 24, 2009 IRDA/F&A/CIR/49/Mar-09

Sub: Creation of Reserve for Unexpired Risk (URR) by the Non-life Insurance Companies

life insurers with respect to the health segment for the financial

year 2008-09.

While preparing the financial statements, the non-life insurance

companies may provide for the Reserve for Unexpired Risks in

the health segment on the 1/365 day method basis as provided

in the Regulations. The requirement for the said reserve being

not less than as required under Section 64V(l)(ii)(b) of the Act,

thus stands waived only with respect to the health segment for

the year 2008-09.

Any insurer creating the Reserve for Unexpired Risks on the

basis of 1/365 method in the health segment shall ensure

compliance with the stipulated conditions and disclosure

requirements as indicated below:

1)The relaxation is available for the accounting period 2008-09

only;

2) In case of the insurance company generating any accounting

surplus, i.e., operating profit, net of tax, in the health segment

on account of application of 1/365 method, the surplus so

generated shall not be available for distribution to the

shareholders;

3)The operating profit, net of tax, generated on account of

the difference between the reserve created on the basis of

1/365 method and the URR as would have been created based

on Section 64V(l)(ii)(b) of the Act (as reflected at pt. (2) above)

shall be transferred to a “Contingency reserve for Unexpired

Risks” and reflected in the Profit and Loss account as under:

Extract of the Profit and Loss Account for the year ended 31st March, 20....

Particulars Schedule Current Year Previous Year

(Rs. ‘000) (Rs. ‘000)

Appropriations

(a) Interim dividends paid during the year

(b) Proposed final dividend

(c) Dividend Distribution Tax

(d) Transfer to any reserve or other accounts

     (to be specified):

     • Contingency reserve for Unexpired Risks

in the air
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The reserve so created is to be reflected in the Profit and

Loss Account as indicated in bold letters in the above extract.

In effect, where the URR created on the basis of 1/365 method

is less than as provided under Section 64V(l)(ii)(b) of the Act

and is resulting in an operating profit, the insurer would be

required to transfer such operating profit, net of tax, to the

Contingency Reserve as indicated above and such profit shall

not be available for distribution to the shareholders without

the explicit approval of the Authority.

4)As a matter of prudence, for the purpose of computation of

Solvency Margin, the insurer shall continue to estimate its

liabilities as provided for in form HG of the IRDA (Assets,

Liabilities and Solvency Margin of insurers) Regulations, 2000

taking into account the stipulations as laid down at Para 3 of

IRDA Circular no.045/IRDA/F&A/Mar-06, dated 31st March, 2006.

No amendments are proposed in the said instructions for the

purpose of computation of Solvency Margin for the year ending

March 2009.

5) In the Notes to the Accounts, the following disclosures shall

be made:

“The Company has created the Reserve for Unexpired Risks

as at the end of the Accounting period based on the 1/365

method in the health segment as per IRDA Circular No.IRDA/

F&A/CIR/49/Mar-09 dated March 24, 2009. The said Contingency

Reserve is not available for distribution to Shareholders and

its utilization, at any future date would require prior approval

of the Authority.

(J. Hari Narayan)

Chairman

CIRCULAR
April 22, 2009 Circular No. 004/IRDA/F&A/CIR/APR-09

FORMAT 1

Date:

Name of the Insurer:

1. Appointment of Statutory Auditors

This is to inform that the following audit firms have been appointed as Statutory Auditors for (Name of the Insurer) for the

financial year_______

Sl. No. Name of the Audit Firm Address

1

2

3

The Chairman/CEOs of

All Insurance Companies/Reinsurer

Dear Sir/Madam,

Appointment of Statutory Auditors

1.This is further to our Circular No. 36/7/F&A/EMPL/74/July/05

dated July 25, 2005 on ‘Appointment of Statutory Auditors’.

2. It is reiterated that all insurers while appointing/re-appointing

the Statutory Auditors must ensure compliance with the

stipulations on the “Appointment of Statutory Auditors” as

contained in the circular under reference.

3.The Authority must be informed such appointments/re-

appointments within a week thereof with a certification to

the effect that the said stipulations have been met, as per

the enclosed Format 1.

4. Insurers are also advised to file a Return on an annual basis as

per the enclosed Format 2 giving details of Chartered

Accountant firms engaged in various capacities like Statutory

Auditors, Internal Auditors, Concurrent Auditors, Tax Auditors

and other Auditors (to be specified)

Kindly acknowledge receipt.

Yours faithfully,

(C.R. Muralidharan)

Member (F&I)

in the air • 
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2. Past Record

Statutory Auditors of (Name of the Insurer) for the past five years is as under:

Year - 4 Year - 3 Year - 2 Year - 1 Current Year

Name of the Audit Firm

1

2

It is certified that this appointment/reappointment is in compliance with the requirements vide IRDA Circular No. 36/7/F&A/

EMPL/74/July/05 dated 25 July 2005 on .... (date)......

Date: Signed

Place: Chief Executive Officer

FORMAT 2

Name of the Insurance Company:

Return of Auditors engaged for the financial year

SI. No. Auditors engaged as Name of the Firm Address

1. Statutory Auditors

1.

2.

2. Internal Auditors

1.

2.

3. Concurrent Auditors

1.

2.

4. Tax Auditors

1.

2.

5. Any Other Capacity (to be specified)

1.

2.

It is certified that the above information is correct and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief, and reflects the true

position.

Date: Signed

Place: Chief Executive Officer

in the air
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To

CEOs of all General Insurance Companies.

Re: Renewability of Health Insurance Policies

Under the provisions of section 14 (1) and (2)(b) of the Insurance

Regulatory and Development Authority Act, 1999, and in

compliance with recent court judgments and in pursuance of

the recommendations of various committees and working groups

constituted by the Authority, the following circular on

renewability of health insurance policies as applicable to all

general insurance companies is hereby issued:

1.A health insurance policy shall be ordinarily renewable except

on grounds such as fraud, moral hazard or misrepresentation

and upon renewal being sought by the insured, shall not be

rejected on arbitrary grounds. Specifically, renewal shall not

be denied on the ground that the insured had made a claim

(or claims) in the previous or earlier years.

2.An insurer shall not compel any insured covered under a

specific health insurance product to shift to another health

insurance product except in cases where a specific product

is being upgraded or discontinued with the approval of the

Authority.

3.A prospectus of a health insurance policy shall contain detailed

upfront disclosures about the terms of its renewal to enable

the consumer to take an informed decision. This would include

material information related to the coverage and likely premium

for future renewals of the policy, including but not limited to

a disclosure of the maximum age up to when the renewal

would be available, any changes in the scope of cover after a

certain duration of the policy or after a certain age - such as

coverage of pre-existing diseases, a disclosure on whether

renewal premium would be guaranteed or subject to revision,

the premium currently being charged at different age slabs

and details of specific circumstances where the premium could

be loaded (or discount withdrawn) by the insurer, as also the

extent to which it would be done. The terms of renewal shall

also state the procedure and terms for enhancing the sum

insured or scope of cover.

4.All health insurance policies shall contain a clause that provides

for a mechanism to condone delays in renewal for up to 15

days from the renewal due date, so that the insured person(s)

is /are treated as ‘continuously covered’ in terms of continuity

benefits such as waiting periods and coverage of pre-existing

diseases. This clause shall also specify further details of this

mechanism, including the fact that coverage would not be

available for the period for which no premium is received.

5.Any change in the premium structure or terms of health

insurance policies filed with IRDA shall be made only after

such a change(s) is/are filed and accepted by the Authority.

Thereafter, insurers shall intimate such revision(s) to all the

policyholders such that the policyholders are so informed at

least three months prior to the date of renewal of their cover.

These revisions will only be accepted by IRDA for justified and

compelling reasons or if they are to the benefit of

policyholders.

6.An insurer sending a renewal notice for a health insurance

policy to the policyholder(s) which envisages a premium higher

than that paid in the previous year, shall append a note to the

renewal notice explaining the reasons for the increase in

premium and also the quantum of this increase which is in

accordance with the upfront disclosures earlier made in the

prospectus.

The provisions contained in clauses 1 to 6 as detailed above -

shall not be applicable to tailor-made or group health-insurance

policies.

In cases of such Group and Tailor-made Health Insurance policies,

the prospectus and policy documents shall contain upfront

disclosures about the mechanism for continuity of coverage

being offered by the insurer to the individual members covered

under the group insurance, in the event that the group policy

is discontinued or not renewed. Further, any mechanism for

continuity also being made available to members of the group

when leaving the group on account of resignation, retirement,

termination of employment or otherwise may also be disclosed

therein. The group policy shall, however, contain a clause that

any such ‘Disclosures on continuity’ are made known to the

members of the group by the policyholder/ group organizer.

This circular shall be applicable to all health insurance policies

issued or renewed on or after 1st June 2009.

All general insurance companies are advised to ensure due

compliance with the provisions contained in the circular as any

failure to do so would render them liable to appropriate action

under the provisions of IRDA Act, 1999, the Insurance Act, 1938

and the regulations framed thereunder,

(J. Hari Narayan)

Chairman

CIRCULAR
March 31, 2009 52/15/IRDA/Health/SN/08-09

in the air
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Vantage point

in the next issue...

U. JAWAHARLAL OPINES THAT ALTHOUGH ACCIDENT INSURANCE LOOKS VERY SIMPLE APPARENTLY, IT HAS ITS OWN SET OF

COMPLICATIONS THAT SURFACE FROM TIME TO TIME; UNLESS THERE IS SUFFICIENT CLARITY IN THE TERMS OF CONTRACT.

Accident Insurance
THE UBIQUITOUS CLASS

A
ccident Insurance is one of the

most ancient forms of insurance;

and evidently, the simplest among

all the insurances. It exists both in the

life and the non-life domains either as a

rider or as a stand-alone product. The

common guiding factor in both these

classes is that the claim should be

triggered only by the happening of an

accident. Further, it is also essential that

accident should be the proximate cause

of the event and where this condition is

not fulfilled, it leads to a dispute in the

settlement of claim. Although it sounds

very simple apparently, it becomes a bone

of contention in several controversial

claims in both life as well as non-life

classes of insurance; owing partly to the

low awareness levels of the insuring public

and also to the lack of clarity on what

exactly amounts to an accident.

In the domain of life insurance, it is offered

as a rider on most life insurance contracts

and usually to the extent of the basic sum

assured at a very reasonable premium. In

view of this, it presupposes the importance

of careful underwriting to ensure that

physically sub-standard classes of lives are

not covered under it. Further, in Personal

Accident policies, there is intense need

for fulfilling the utmost good faith factor

that forms the basis of the contracts as a

detailed medical examination may not be

possible in many cases. Similarly, insurable

interest also plays a major role in this form

of insurance; and should be very explicit.

There is also emphasis on what really

caused the accident, in order that a claim

is admissible. It should be clearly

understood that accidents occurring on

account of such events as suicidal

tendencies, self-inflicted injuries,

intoxication caused by liquor or narcotics

etc. are out of the purview of claim

payment, for obvious reasons.

Both life and non-life insurers take into

consideration the occupation of the

prospect before accepting the liability

under accident insurance policies. The

conditions of acceptance may be other

than the standard ones in case of the

occupation being a hazardous one. This

once again emphasizes the fact that

wherever there is a change in

occupation, it should be brought to the

notice of the insurer in order that the

changed conditions are acceptable to the

insurers, either at the same terms or

revised ones according to the need.

For a claim to be settled in this class of

insurance, it is essential that all conditions

of the policy are fulfilled meticulously and

that the personal details of the claimant

are established so that any possible

impersonation is ruled out. As mentioned

earlier, it should be ensured that accident

as a proximate cause is what resulted into

a claim. Besides, it has been perennially

debated as to whether Accident

Insurance is one of indemnity or benefit.

In light of the fact that total sum assured

is payable on account of death, there is

an element of benefit. At the same time,

in view of the disability benefits which

are strictly in the form of compensating

for loss of income, it is an indemnity.

‘Accident Insurance’ in all its forms will

be the focus of the next issue of the

Journal. We hope to bring you varied

flavours of this universal line of insurance.

Accident Insurance
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DEBASHIS SARKAR STATES THAT THE PRESENT ECONOMIC SLOWDOWN SHOULD BE TAKEN AS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR LIFE

INSURERS AND AN OCCASION FOR PUTTING THEIR BEST FOOT FORWARD.

Believe and Adapt
THE MARKETING MANTRA

I
n this day and age of economic

downturn, talking about spending

money is serious conversation. Heated

debates happen and emotions can run

high, even in small families. Imagine what

may happen in boardrooms of large

corporations when discussing about

marketing budgets and plans, especially

if you are not able to see what that

money is going to buy you in the short

term and when there are several

conflicting opinions about whether it

should be spent at all or not. (Remember:

Insurance is sold and not bought!)

But smart management teams know that

marketing is not a “spend” but it is a

strategic investment. And several parts of

it can provide tangible returns which can

be measured easily. Smart life insurance

professionals - and that includes both the

smart life insurance agent and the smart

life insurance marketer - know that when

times are tough, it separates the men

from the boys. This is the time to seize

the opportunity when the customer is

anxious and alert and not stupefied by

the irrational exuberance of the last few

years to be befooled or bedazzled by any

and every promise. This is the time to

get ahead for good and stay ahead long

after the dust has settled.

But strategies have to be different, plans

have to be executed with variations,

initiatives will have to change, messages

will have to be altered. It is time for

talking in the language the consumers

understand and relate to rather than

using the message that has been used by

the brand in the past which may have

worked well under different

circumstances.

Finding the brand relevance

Relevance is an important paradigm shift

in these new times. Consumers will tend

to throw away irrelevant messages, not

listen to irrelevant promises and not buy

irrelevant products. You have to

understand that the consumer is a lot

more focussed today and you have to

connect your messages to the focal point

of his thoughts. This is the time for life

insurance brands to reinforce trust,

cultivate transparency and provide

reassurance to the consumers. It is the

time to tell the consumer in simple terms

how and why he can win in today’s times.

Such messages and acts of brand promise,

if made in areas of high relevance can

really strengthen the brand in the eyes

of the consumer. However, this

observation must not be misconstrued to

infer that large scale brand repositioning

exercises need to be done. This is about

appropriate messaging, correct tonality

and proactive communication. In fact, this

also should be done selectively since a

large portion of consumers; say in the

semi-urban or rural markets may not at

all be affected by this slowdown.

Dealing with the inquisitive

consumer

Customers today are more informed and

seek to understand their options better.

They investigate the reliability of the

business offering the product and the

dependability of its after-sale services.

And just as businesses look for long-

standing relationships in a world where

stress is all-pervasive, so do consumers.

Smart
management
teams know that
marketing is not
a “spend” but it
is a strategic
investment. And
several parts of
it can provide
tangible returns
which can be
measured easily.



Someone who would take a loan for a 1000

square foot house from a little known

builder will today investigate the builder

more thoroughly, weigh the different loan

offerings more meticulously, study the

different projects being marketed

painstakingly; and having evaluated all the

pros and cons, will make a more

“informed” choice .  The householder will

look for discounts in every buy, and the

investor for long-term gains and

sustainable growth opportunities. The

need for the hour is better preparation

and patience in dealing with the

inquisitive customer. You may have to be

twice as well prepared on the knowledge

of the market and competition; and be

twice as confident with the customer and

spend twice the effort in building the

customer relationship. Agent training

efforts have to be enhanced to deal with

the inquisitive customer. Marketing

departments will have to change their

communication strategies with their

customers making such interactions more

frequent and engaging to whet the

appetite of the inquisitive consumer.

Building relationships that last a

lifetime

An old English proverb says “Laugh and

the world laughs with you, weep and you

weep alone.” It essentially means that

there are many to share the joys in good

times but none to share the sorrow in

bad times. If any of your customers are

thinking like this in today’s market after

buying unit linked plans, then you have a

sure problem; and a big one, at that. The

fundamental life insurance promise is one

of partnership and being with the

customer through the thick and thin of

his life. While it is natural for some life

insurance agents to leave the profession,

the customer remains very much with the

company and it is critical that the

company builds a strong relationship with

the customer in addition to what the

agent may already have. Customer

relationships can be a true brand

differentiator and the value of such

relationships is tested in times which are

tough as indeed all relationships are. Offer

customers real support in troubled times

and the relationship is cemented for the

long-term. Financial institutions, or more

specifically, life insurance companies, have

the most promising opportunity for

building relationships by providing the

service people are seeking most urgently

– grounded advice about financial

matters, especially about financial

planning.

Using the power of referrals and

word of mouth

To some, a referral is merely a name.

However, a referral is actually much more

than this! A referral is the authorization

to use the influence attached to that

name. Smart life insurance marketing

people have discovered this long ago.

However, in times like these, a disciplined

approach to marketing through referral

will pay rich dividends. Building a

communication strategy and process

based on word of mouth and ensuring a

positive customer experience is hard work

for a life insurance agent or a life

insurance company. It’s probably a lot

easier to run an ad, issue a press release,

or hold a press conference. It’s a lot

easier to talk than to listen. However, like

it or not, people are talking about your

business all the time. Some talk is positive,

but because of a quirk in human nature,

negative talk reaches a much wider

audience than positive talk. Word of mouth

tends to be highly persuasive because the

sender apparently has nothing to gain

from the receiver’s subsequent actions.

Hence, it is critical for life insurance

companies to keep a close watch on their

referrals in such times. Word of mouth

seems to be a frequently used risk-

reduction device by the consumer and

this source of information is particularly

sought after in situations characterized

by high uncertainty or poor

understanding such as times like these.

Retaining before acquiring

In today’s challenging economy and

competitive business world, retaining

your customer base is critical to your

success. If you don’t give your customers

some good reasons to stay, your

competitors will provide them with a

reason to leave. This could be through

product choices or agent relationships.

Life insurance companies have often

treated their customers as hostages

especially after they have been sold cash

value policies but customer retention has

a far deeper positive and multiplying

impact with such customers buying more

policies, with their family members buying

The
fundamental life
insurance
promise is one
of partnership
and being with
the customer
through the
thick and thin of
his life.
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more policies and with the referrals they

provide. It’s far less expensive to cultivate

your existing customer base and sell more

services to them than it is to seek new,

single-transaction customers. Most

surveys across industries show that

keeping one existing customer is five to

seven times more profitable than

attracting new ones. The challenge is in

how firms approach the retention game.

While sophisticated modelling techniques

like “propensity to pay” should certainly

find a place in this approach, the crucial

factor is the investment made in building

a strong relationship through a proper

engagement program across customer

touch points. And in all this, the role of

the distributor or the sourcing agent is

critical, if he still exists and services the

relationship.

Listening with a sharp year close

to the ground

Marketers get their best answers when

they listen to the customers first hand

and reflect on their insights. When there

is euphoria, value takes a backseat and

consumers indulge. When the going gets

tough, consumers tighten their purse

strings and value takes the drivers seat.

The key, of course, is to respond to what

the customer needs. At the heart of the

parallel activities of marketing and

shopping are perceptions of human need

and want which change during times of

economic slowdown. People want to

spend less for more. Life insurance

businesses have to understand how they

can meet this new want effectively,

without becoming unprofitable. So, it is

important to hit the road and talk to a

few customers, directly, face to face,

without the intervention of any research

agency. Often this means an additional

promise, some better service or some

process improvement or even a start to a

discussion around a new product.

Spotting the new prospects

While it is possible that some prospects

may postpone purchases, new markets

may open up for your product lines. The

brand or the product promise may now

be relevant to new segments like in

untapped small towns and some of your

products may become relevant to new

consumer segments. This is also the time

to forge strategic partnerships with

players who may sell complementary

products but target the same consumer

segment, thereby lowering acquisition

costs as well as gaining volumes.  It’s also

the time when you can explore extensions

of your product lines, but only those that

strengthen your brand promise. Health

products are probably one range that are

not affected by any slowdown but could

have an increased need since the costs

of healthcare is rising, and incidence of

health related ailments are increasing

every day. Hence, a differentiated

acquisition strategy needs to be put in

place, one that maximizes the

opportunities such times offer.

Optimizing the spends

This is really the time to spend on

marketing, but it must be done wisely. It

is the time to drive hard bargains whether

it is choosing the right program, the right

outdoor sites or the right media vehicle.

There would be bargains available

everywhere and it is important to look

for them, else your competitors will get

them before you do. In addition,

efficiencies must be driven by analysing

spends across mediums. For example, if

the digital medium is able to do the

awareness job, then the rest of the

marketing monies can be targeted in a

more focussed manner.

Adopting an attitude to win

In sum, it is critical for life insurance

marketers and agents to adopt a winning

attitude. In fact, strategies should be

driven towards maximization of gains

rather than minimization of losses.  And

while we wait for the economic cycle to

turn back a full cycle, the difference lies

in which marketers believe that it is a

threat and will get defensive in a

slowdown and which ones believe that

this is the opportunity and will go on the

offensive. However, the opportunity is

there for the marketer who can believe

and adapt, and indeed the marketer who

is comfortable in dealing with numbers

to focus marketing efforts to maximize

its impact.

At the heart of the
parallel activities
of marketing and
shopping are
perceptions of
human need and
want which change
during times of
economic
slowdown.

The author is Chief Marketing Officer, Max

New York Life Insurance Ltd.
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NITISH ASTHANA OPINES THAT CONSIDERING THE VAST GROWTH IN THE TELECOM INDUSTRY ACROSS THE LENGTH AND

BREADTH OF THE COUNTRY, TELECOM DISTRIBUTION WILL BE THE ONE DISTRIBUTION MODEL TO LOOK FOR IN THE

YEARS TO COME.

The Next Frontier
TELCASSURANCE

C
onsider this. Tele-density in India

now exceeds 35% of the total

population; over 400 mn people

have some form of telephone connection

(mobile or wire line). One school of

thought would consider them merely as

telephone subscribers, and therefore

what could a telecom subscriber base

have to do with insurance purchase?

Another theory would consider them as

individuals, consumers, members of a

household; and therefore having financial

protection needs of insurance and long

term savings - just like their needs to stay

connected with their loved ones with the

help of a phone.  What makes this theory

interesting is that consumers are

consumers and access to these

consumers, even if through a telecom

platform, is access all the same! And

therefore this opportunity is significant

for the insurance world.

Telecom distribution – key

attributes

Telecom distribution is enviable.

Undoubtedly, telecom companies have

over the last 10-12 years, built distribution

that reaches far and deep into the

country. Exact figures are not available,

but if one were to hazard a guess, over 3

mn outlets would not be far from the

truth. This distribution is diverse: from

company-owned or franchised exclusive

stores, direct selling agents, telecom

shops, right down to small neighbourhood

kirana stores; from upscale, urban,

modern retail to pan-beedi stores in

remote rural areas.

True, telecom distribution is diverse, but

there are a few common threads in this

diversity. First, their owners have an

entrepreneurial mindset. They are largely

small business owners, and are looking for

additional sources of revenue that

enhance the returns on their investment

(this investment is in the form of the

store’s rent, inventory, credit and people

costs). Second, they are under pressure

with telecom margins  shrinking by the

day. It is no surprise that reducing tariffs

have played a big role in the penetration

of mobile telephony in the past five years.

While this is good news for subscribers,

it has exerted pressure on distributors

to stay afloat. Third, dealers that front-

end with consumers have a fairly large

prospect base, in the form of core and

walk-in customers, suppliers, business

associates, friends and family. This

prospect base can range from 500 to 5000

prospects, depending on the type of dealer.

More importantly, these distributors are

very influential in the local community,

especially in smaller towns and villages.

The attributes outlined above become

extremely relevant when we evaluate

them in comparison with the key issues

facing the insurance agency model. A

majority of insurance agents in the industry

fail because, (a) they are flirting with a

fully variable earnings occupation in the

absence of any other alternative, or (b)

they don’t have a large enough prospect

Telecom
distribution is
enviable.
Undoubtedly,
telecom companies
have over the last
10-12 years, built
distribution that
reaches far and
deep into the
country.
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base that would sustain their insurance

business beyond the first few months of

their career, or (c) they do not possess

the skills to sell insurance products.

Needless to say, insurance selling is a

tough job and requires investment of time

and effort in addition to experience to

become successful. Telecom distribution

therefore can potentially resolve at least

the first two of the above issues plaguing

the agency model (the third one

regarding selling skills, though a key one,

can be overcome with the specific sales

model that is adopted).

At the same time, several best practices

that make bancassurance successful are

truly applicable in drawing the most out

of the telecom distributors towards

insurance selling - an existing distribution

network and a large number of existing

customer relationships. Again, one key

issue that bancassurance faces is that

bank staff being employees cannot be

expected to be as entrepreneurial as

entrepreneurs themselves. This is a key

difference, which though not too

obvious, does reflect in under-

penetration of bank customers for

insurance. Telecom distribution solves this

as well.

To summarise, telecom distribution

presents an opportunity that is large,

scaleable and sustainable since it

combines the best of the agency and

bancassurance distribution models – the

entrepreneurial spirit of agents with

prospect relationships of bancassurance.

The value equation to telcos

Telcos are very successful and busy

companies. Insurance must strike a

powerful chord for them to venture even

a thought to the concept. However, their

pressure points are customer retention,

distributor satisfaction and revenue

growth.

Insurance distribution creates a revenue

stream for telecom distributors by

leveraging off their customer base

without any incremental investment in

infrastructure, people or other

resources. Experientially, insurance can

enhance a dealer’s revenue by an average

of 20%. This can relieve the pressure on

the telco towards distributor retention,

both in case of franchisees with high

investment or multi-brand non-exclusive

outlets.

Insurance programs can create affinity

and loyalty in the minds of customers

through exclusive or free/ subsidized

programs, and thus enhance customer

retention. In fact, several telcos are

proactively exploring value added lifestyle

and life stage features on the mobile

platform, and thus stepping beyond the

realm of pure telecom services. The

objective is to surround the customer

with more and more services to increase

the exit barriers, both rationally and

emotionally. With number portability a

distinct possibility, such value addition

(insurance included) is imperative in

facilitating the transition of telcos from

marketing and distribution orientated

organizations to customer centric

organizations.

Customer-product-distribution: a

holistic approach

With over 400 mn telecom subscribers and

nearly 15 mn subscribers being added

every month, it would be fair to say that

this client base would be as diverse as

the Indian population itself. The insurance

industry has thus far been obsessed with

developing and fitting products with

distribution, without giving due emphasis

to consumer understanding with respect

to decisions regarding product and sales

processes. In dealing with telecom

customers, this orientation is critical to

truly leverage the diversity and size that

is presented.

Here are a few examples of customer

orientated product-distribution models

that can work:

• Rural, semi urban low income

households: This segment constitutes

the lion’s share of the overall telecom

subscriber base and a majority of new

subscribers added. Rural and non-

proprietary telecom distribution is now

sizeable, and can be leveraged to

provide micro-insurance products to

these segments. Significantly, these

households have a high savings

preference, though savings trends are

erratic and liquidity requirements may

arise in times of contingencies. It is

therefore important that products are

savings orientated, flexible, reasonably

liquid and provide capital safety.

• Rural, semi urban middle income: The

burgeoning middle income in the rural

Needless to say,
insurance selling
is a tough job
and requires
investment of
time and effort
in addition to
experience to
become
successful.
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and semi urban areas of the country

cannot be ignored. These segments are

adequately serviced by and have strong

relationships with their neighbourhood

telecom outlets. An agency model is the

most appropriate in this segment, as it

leverages off the relationship, whilst

keeping the cost model highly variable

for the insurance company. Products

can range from health to endowment,

with simple features and little or no

underwriting.

• Urban middle income: This segment

deals with telecom dealers and exclusive

company/ franchised showrooms for

their purchase and service needs. Most

relevant products here are simple health

and ULIP plans that are sold over the

counter at the outlet.

• Urban mass affluent: Seemingly the

most attractive segment, this is also a

challenging one as consumers have

access to insurance products through

their banks or agents. The affinity

towards buying insurance through

these sources is much higher than

through their telecom provider.

However, dealer and franchisee

relationships can be leveraged to

generate leads that are then closed by

specialized insurance staff of the

insurance company.

Telcassurance distribution
models
In making a distribution model decision,

one must consider factors such as

consumer behaviour, dealer orientation

and capability, product complexity,

scalability, infrastructure support,

profitability objectives and risk appetite.

While these are some interesting ideas,

they are definitely not exhaustive in

scope:

• Exclusive franchised stores: These

outlets are run by an entrepreneur,

handle between 200-500 daily customer

footfalls, exclusively represent a telco

for selling to and servicing telecom

customers, and occupy expensive real

estate. A fully intermediated model,

with an employee Financial Advisor (FA)

of the insurer being posted at the

outlet to sell to walk-in customers is

the most suitable sales model. This

model works like bancassurance,

wherein walk in customers are referred

to the FA for a sale. And much like

bancassurance, simple products such

as health and pre-underwritten ULIPs

ensure high in-store sales.

• Non-exclusive mass retail: Outlets may

vary from telecom stores to

neighbourhood kirana shops. For stores

with a larger prospect base, an FA

intermediated model entails a network

of 10 -12 retailers being managed by an

FA, who sells to the retailers’ prospects

along with maximizing the relationship

with his set of retailers. An agency

model may be deployed for the smaller

size retailers.

• Micro-savings and insurance: The low

income group is probably the biggest

opportunity, and also the toughest to

penetrate. Setting up micro savings

programs requires significant effort in

dealer empanelment and technology to

administer premium collection and

benefit payout through the network.

The recent thoughts in this field are

innovative, with a profitable product

design that suits the consumer’s savings

habits along with providing premium

flexibility and liquidity to his savings

pool. Currently, this model is taking

shape and will surely be the next wave

in enhancing insurance penetration on

a large scale.

• Affinity programs: The large middle to

upper-low income customer base can

be targeted with exclusive products

developed to address specific customer

needs, such as health or protection.

Being exclusive, these programs would

leverage off the brand affinity and

customer information held by the telco,

and may be structured as group

insurance programs, sold through

telesales or in-store sales.

• Loyalty programs: Low cost, pure

protection programs can possibly

enhance customer loyalty, but at this

point this is pure theory. While

retention is a key issue in the telecom

industry, free insurance programs entail

a significant cost at a per customer

level. Further, considering that

anything “free” may become a blind spot

to the customer, probably subsidized

insurance cover is a better option. The

key benefit here is that insurance

arguably creates a higher perceived

value as a loyalty benefit than free or

discounted airtime.

Shaping success – critical

success factors

Telcassurance is an entirely new way of

Setting up micro
savings programs
requires significant
effort in dealer
empanelment and
technology to
administer
premium collection
and benefit payout
through the
network.
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The author is Senior Vice President -

Telcassurance & Direct Distribution, Bharti

AXA Life. He is responsible for telecom-

insurance programs with the Bharti group

(including Airtel and other group companies)

and also heads the direct sales business for

the company.

insurance distribution, having no existing

blueprints. While the jury is still out on

finding the right formula for success,

there are a few proposals to keep in mind.

• Get the telco engaged. This is no easy

task, given that these companies are

large and have their own set of market,

organizational and customer challenges

to contend with. Their priorities are

customer retention, distributor

engagement and revenue growth and to

this end insurance has a role to play. At

the very least, a common vision and

strategy needs to be contracted at the

highest level, and people at the central

and circle level must be accountable for

insurance objectives, and given credit

for revenue generated.

• Think Customer first. Given the

diversity of the customer base, their

needs, purchase behaviour and

network interaction must be studied

before deploying products, distribution

models and sales practices. Research

and proof of concepts are valuable

tools.

• Integrate with the telco’s distribution

structure. Telecom distribution is very

similar to FMCG structures, and

therefore is decentralized with highly

variable costs. Aligning the sales

organization to this map is important as

it clarifies relationship points. Network

management skills and daily market beat

plans are tested FMCG distribution

practices, and valuable in enhancing

dealer engagement.

• Replicate agency best practice. Set

the right expectations with dealers at

the time of on-boarding in terms of their

role, even in an intermediated sales

model. Agree a relatable business

opportunity based on specific

information, as all dealers have a

different prospect base. Segment

dealer performance and thus give

relevant inputs and support. Create

attractive reward and recognition

programs.

• Ensure high service levels. Nothing

switches off a dealer more than delayed

payouts or poor back end support.

• Use technology to standardize.

Premium collection through distribution

networks, partner relationship

management, leads management,

campaign management and payout

administration require investment in

technology to seamlessly support and

enhance the performance of the

network and customer programs

• Think simple. Such distribution models

require product and process simplicity

to stimulate in-store and outbound

sales. Products must be simple to

understand and explain, and the

purchase process must attempt as

much standardization and pre-

underwriting as possible.

Telecom
distribution is
very similar to
FMCG structures,
and therefore is
decentralized
with highly
variable costs.

Conclusion

At a very basic level, the ingredients of

telecom distribution combine the best of

the agency and bancassurance business

models and the recipe must eliminate the

problems inherent in both. The diversity

of the customer base and distribution

network makes this platform complex, and

therefore there are no short cuts to

success. This will entail strategic

partnerships with a long term view of the

business. Insurance companies must build

their capabilities to manage networks with

the right balance of standardization and

customization, whilst integrating with the

telecom business seamlessly and

symbiotically.

Today, very few companies can think

beyond the traditional business models,

but as the environment shifts, these

businesses will need to think about what

creates scaleable and sustainable

distribution. Tomorrow, who knows…. the

immense opportunity presented by

telecom distribution and customer base

may trigger the next wave of insurance

distribution.
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DAVID CHANDRASEKARAN EMPHASIZES THAT ALTHOUGH THERE IS A DISCERNIBLE DIFFERENCE IN THE MARKETING STYLES

OF THE PRESENT DAY INSURERS, A GREAT QUALITATIVE IMPROVEMENT IS YET TO BE PERCEIVED.

Marketing of Life Insurance
HAVE THINGS REALLY CHANGED?

Introduction

M
arketing today has become an

essential function in trade and

commerce in free societies like

ours. Both goods and services, however

high their quality, do not easily get sold

without “marketing support”. The role of

marketing is thus crucial for a good sales

performance as marketing initiatives

prepare the ground and soften the market

for a successful sales effort. Life insurance

marketing comes under services marketing

and poses many challenges as it involves

marketing of intangible products.

The all important first step in any

marketing plan is market research. It

provides the basic data regarding ‘market

potential’ for an organization to assess

whether there is scope for launching a

viable operation. Much depends of course

also on the way the data is interpreted

by the marketing people. We have all

heard of the story of a footwear

manufacturer who wanted some market

survey done before starting operations

in a developing country. The two persons

to whom he had entrusted the survey job

were advised to independently ascertain

whether there is a market for footwear

in that developing country. Both came

out with the same data but drew opposite

conclusions. Both of them noted that no

one in that country wore any footwear

but while one of them concluded on the

basis of his survey that there was no scope

for selling the company’s products in that

country, the other was emphatic in his

conclusion that since no one wore any

footwear in that country there is huge

potential for footwear sales in the country

waiting to be exploited! With less than

25% of the insurable population covered

under life insurance the potential for life

insurance marketing is indeed huge.

This takes us forward to the natural next

step: identifying the need and creating

awareness about the need among the

target group by giving advertisement

messages that hit the target group and

promote sales. Advertising and sales

promotion activities which also form part

of the marketing function take care of

these aspects. The objective of these

activities is to generate market sentiment

in favor of purchasing your product by

turning the spotlight on the benefits the

purchase of the product can confer on

you. The marketing initiatives of the new

companies have certainly helped enhance

insurance awareness in the country.

Now you move to the next stage ‘Brand

Building’ which is done by advertising in

the media and launching other publicity

activities. There is already an established

player in the market place, LIC, and this

exercise is therefore to catch the

customer’s eye and draw his attention

to the fact that they are also there now

in the market place.

All these marketing initiatives have been

undertaken by all the new players but

then their making an entry into the

market, has it made any difference to

insurance customers at large is the moot

question now. Has the 100 hrs and 50 hrs

training made the Indian insurance agent

in his new avatar as ‘Adviser’, as he likes

to be called, more knowledgeable, more

skilled in selling and more professional like

his western counter part? Has the quality

of selling made any better and more

ethical?  Do people who buy insurance

The marketing
initiatives of the
new companies
have certainly
helped enhance
insurance
awareness in the
country.
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do so by taking an informed decision on

what is good for them and what is not?

Has there been a qualitative change in

the insurance buying experience?

When you look around, certain cosmetic

changes are clearly visible. There are a

whole lot of good looking smartly turned

out young people around in the industry

selling insurance. The ‘tie’is de rigueur;

and the ‘laptop’ is the status symbol in

the new insurance market. Thinking big

in terms of premium is the order of the

day and getting into the MDRT the new

magnificent obsession. Targets based on

sum assured and number of policies are

things of the past. Small policies for the

‘Aam Admi’ are relegated to the micro-

insurance domain. And till the market

came crashing down the other day; it was

‘Ulip’, and ‘Ulip’ all the way!

There are certainly more products on

offer today on the shelf. Products also

come with ‘riders’ which help customise

the product offering to suit the customer

need. There is a new focus on some old

products like term plans and pension plans.

We also have the controversial ‘Ulips’ sold

with much gusto as gullible customers

turn eager to get rich quick.

Direct marketing, no doubt, seems like

an attractive option for the new insurers.

But many people who belong to the old

school of thought are firmly of the view

that this is no way to sell life insurance.

The experience in the western world may

be different but cannot be replicated in

India. You cannot sell life insurance by

sending SMSes and the telecallers, whom

many find obnoxious, can at best be only

‘lead generaters’ and nothing more.

Two new intermediaries have also made

their entry into the Indian insurance

market. Of the two, the brokers, seem

to be wholly preoccupied with marketing

non-life products particularly to

institutional customers. The corporate

agency, especially where a bank is the

corporate agent seems to hold

much promise. The full potential of this

new distribution channel is yet to be fully

tapped.

All the new entrants have established

their own distribution channels and there

is an energetic thrust for market share

by all new players. The ancient

behemoth, LIC, is also energized to

protect its falling market share by

aggressively launching innovative new

plans.

Meanwhile the insurance ‘cake’ itself has

grown bigger thanks to the marketing

initiatives of the new players. But there

is enough potential for every one to tap

more.

Has the profile of the insurance buyer

undergone a change? Is there a paradigm

shift in the way people buy insurance?

Alas, the situation remains the same.

The author is Retd. Executive Director, LIC

of India.

The corporate
agency, especially
where a bank is
the corporate
agent seems to
hold much
promise. The full
potential of this
new distribution
channel is yet to
be fully tapped.

Insurance continues to be sold and not

bought. Insurance continues to be

bought and sold for the wrong reasons.

And the ‘market conduct’, a much talked

about subject lately by all concerned,

remains the same. In the above

background can you expect any

qualitative improvement in the sales made?

There is just more quantity, because there

are more players today in the Indian

insurance market place and more agents.

Lack of customer education, which is also

a marketing function is, in my view, what

ails the Indian insurance market. Are the

insurance companies listening? The

largest public sector bank has been

running for sometime an educational

campaign for the bank customer. The

largest private bank has also followed suit.

When will insurers wake up to this great

need of the hour?

Conclusion

Insurance people have always been

optimists and hence it may perhaps be

appropriate to conclude on a sanguine

note using the words of the eminent

former chairman of SEBI, Sri Damodaran:

“(Life) Insurance was being sold as a tax

planning device some time ago, it is being

sold as an investment option now (this

was said when the Ulips were the flavour

of the season) and some day, we hope

(Life) insurance will be sold as insurance”.

Let us hope that the day is not too

far off!
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EASWARAN PR OBSERVES THAT IT SOLUTIONS ARE THE ORDER OF THE DAY FOR INSURERS NOT JUST IN REAL-TIME

UNDERWRITING, FRAUD-DETECTION ETC. BUT ALSO AS A GOOD TOOL IN MARKETING.

Data Driven Business
KEY TO MARKETING STRATEGY

Introduction

M
arketing Challenges: Marketing

insurance products in Indian

market has always been

considered to be a painstaking effort for

insurers and other intermediaries like

agents, brokers etc, especially in

Non-life insurance line of business. Various

reasons can be attributed for such a

scenario.

Pre-privatization challenges
• Lack of awareness among the people

about the importance of insurance.

• No innovative products catering to the

needs of different customers.

• Slowdown approach on important service

areas like claim processing and

settlement, policy issuance etc.

• Dearth of highly qualified distributors

who can convert the prospects to

insureds.

Post-privatization challenges
• Increased awareness and importance of

insurance among public especially in

urban areas compels more customized

products and pricing methodology as per

the needs of the customers.

• Competition in bringing new clients; and

retaining the existing ones.

• Tariff free regime poses biggest

challenge in quoting accurate pricing for

the risks covered.

Though the coming days for carriers are

not so easy in the marketing space due to

intense competition among themselves,

insurers are striving to bring in many

marketing strategies to convince the

customers and in tapping the business to

be stable and remain solvent in the

market.

Post privatization and tariff removal

demands all the insurers to be very

cautious in pricing the risks that are

offered to the customers. Customers have

become very sensitive and expectations

with respect to the kind of service

offered to them by insurers have grown

a lot in recent years.

Witnessing the current trends in the

Indian insurance industry, specifically in

the Non–life insurance space,

competition among insurers is increasing

to a great extent for new business; and

retaining the existing business/customers

has become even more difficult due to

the current economic fluctuations,

increasing competitors following private

carriers penetration in Indian Insurance

market and very importantly the impact

due to freedom of tariff regime.

Customer expectations and awareness

have significantly increased in recent

years, particularly in terms of better and

speedy service, accurate pricing and

customized solutions. It has become more

imperative these days that every

customer is serviced based on the

customized needs and the type of risk

they intend to insure for. In order to

achieve the same, it is inevitable that all

insurance carriers look for better

predictive analysis than the old system

based on common pricing models.

To have a better predictive analysis,

accurate pricing of premium,

sophisticated underwriting and knowing

the customers play a key role which could

enable the carriers to project these

features as their key marketing strategy.

This document defines how these

features can be achieved by insurers by

adapting to certain new innovations and

changes in the current methodology.

Customer
expectations and
awareness have
significantly
increased in recent
years, particularly
in terms of better
and speedy service,
accurate pricing
and customized
solutions.
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Tariff Free Regime
In late 2005, general insurance companies

in India and other stakeholders in the

insurance market demanded the removal

of tariff as it was considered contrary to

free market principles. The insurance

products need to be priced based on

current market conditions; in other words,

should be dynamic rather than static.

Accordingly, IRDA recommended tariff free

regime to make the Indian insurance sector

on par with other developed insurance

markets such as UK, US and Japan. The

insurers in India were advised to be

prepared with the following important

decisions to face the new era of

underwriting practice, and also ensure a

smooth transition from tariff to non-tariff

regime:

• Underwriting set up within organization.

• Identify the classes of business that are

governed by tariff and the classes that

are underwritten individually.

• Identify the rating factors for every class

of business that are under de-tariff.

• Review the current terms and conditions

and revise the same, if required.

• Train the staff accordingly by ensuring

that all of them are well aware of the

changes in all aspects.

• Secure guidance and approval from the

board for all the new activities initiated

from the insurers’ end.

De-Tariff: What & Why
Let’s see what we mean by tariff free, and

some key points as to why this is imperative

for the Indian insurance market. For

example: TAC in India has fixed rates for

Motor insurance premium by taking a few

criteria as rating factors for Comprehensive

Insurance, for example :

• Type of Vehicle

• CC (Cubic capacity of vehicle)

• GVW of the vehicle (Commercial types

like passenger/Goods carriers)

• Zone of plying the vehicle

• Value of the vehicle

The above fixed rates would be charged

for all the customers who would like to

insure the same risk, and will not take

cognizance of other driving factors like:

Driver details, Accident by and earlier

convictions of the drivers etc.

Motor insurance is not doing well in the

Indian insurance market, though Motor–

Class of business is the major class of

business segment in India due to various

reasons. The primary one notable would

be the Liability claims part, which is

enormous, and many carriers are still

struggling to make underwriting profit out

of it.

Considering the above state, de-tariff

becomes inevitable. Many carriers have

demanded for de-tariff, to bring out their

best experiences in underwriting and

pricing dynamically based on the current

market situation rather than following the

static rates and terms and conditions.

Though this is new to our country,

international markets like UK and Europe

already have this business process/model

in place. Many insurers feel that making

tariff free would place them in a better

position to take decisions quickly in terms

of defining the competitive rates for the

risks insured and also define the terms

and conditions based on the individual

risk type rather than the common

methodology followed by all the carriers.

The opening of the private sector in India

in 2001 witnessed many big international

players entering the Indian insurance

market. The market matured and the

different segments across India were

serviced through new products, terms

and conditions, and different pricing to

cater to the different needs of the

customers. This also encouraged the

transition to a tariff-free market.

De Tariff – Impact
Following the tariff free regime, it has

become mandatory that all Insurance

companies in India comply with various

rules and steps as defined by IRDA.

IRDA was very cautious in not freeing the

tariff for all the lines of business at one

go. This was to keep the insurance

companies from becoming insolvent, as it

could have lead to huge underwriting

losses. Therefore, it was undertaken in a

phased manner.

The first phase involved the freedom of

pricing in all the lines of business except

for Motor TP. Though there is a freedom

in pricing, insurance companies were not

allowed to change the coverage,

endorsements, terms and conditions and

discounts, etc. This somewhat restricted

the insurance companies from defining

their products with their own

experience.

However, the second phase of de-tariffing

addresses the above needs.

Data Driven Business – Future
of Indian Insurance market’s Key
Marketing Strategy
Data being used for accurate pricing of

Though there is a
freedom in pricing,
insurance
companies were
not allowed to
change the
coverage,
endorsements,
terms and
conditions and
discounts, etc.
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risks can have a major positive impact for

the insurers and can be considered as a

part of their key marketing strategy to tap

the business. Considering the tariff free

regime, it would be essential that the

Indian insurance market, especially in the

Non–Life insurance, continues to remain

competitive. All carriers are under severe

pressure to provide the best service to the

customers and are forced to go in for

innovations in order to bring about

operational excellence and be unique in

the market.

All insurance companies are striving to

become front runners in offering

innovative products, including specialized

underwriting and pricing methodology to

attract customers. The most important

innovation is to invest in technology to

improve underwriting and claims leakage

and also to automate their business process

in almost all areas of insurance business

value chain.

All foreign players, with the collaboration

of Indian companies, can adapt themselves

to the new processes by quickly utilizing

their past experience in the international

market. Pure Indian players would strive

hard to streamline the data that is the

foremost weapon for bridging the gap,

specifically in the areas of:

• Sophisticated pricing

• Underwriting excellence

• Speedy claims settlement

Building Business Intelligence tools, Data

mining, Data warehousing and SOA

(Services Oriented Architecture) are on the

back burner and will be considered in the

future, since the basic application oriented

constraints are to be addressed at the

first point.

Every organization is willing to take up

these initiatives in order to be competitive

in the market, which is directly or

indirectly aimed at offering improved

customer service, resulting in profitability.

Importance of Data
It would be a very cumbersome and time

consuming process initially for the insurers

to have a sophisticated pricing model in

place for accurate pricing of risk insured

after de-tariff. This is because of the

drastic changes in arriving at the primary

factors for rating would depend on each

and every individual risk/property, and the

traditional way of fixing the common rate

for the same type of risks will not work in

this case. What is so important in pricing,

underwriting and claims in the world of

tariff free regime in equating ourselves to

International market is Data.

Given the current scenario in India, the

Data has a very important role to pay and

is treated as the main reference for pricing

the premium.

What is Data and why would this be a major

factor to be used predominantly in pricing

and underwriting? Information with

respect to risk that is placed for

insurance, details of proposer or insured

etc. can be utilized effectively by the

insurance carriers for proper pricing of

premium and it also helps enormously in

underwriting decisions.

Data can be of different types; some

examples of data that are imperative for

pricing various risks include:

• Customer credentials

• Past insurance details of risks

• Past claims history of each and every

risk insured

• Previous accident details of vehicle

• Accidents and convictions of the named

driver using the vehicle.

• Any court case - criminal or civil - in the

name of customer

• Moral hazard of the customer

• Solvency details

• Where the customer is residing

• Is self employed or salaried

• Is the customer delinquent

Though some of the above particulars or

details are very personal to each individual,

most of the information is very valid and

useful for the insurance carriers for pricing

and underwriting the risks. Merely having

the data will not suffice for taking correct

decisions in underwriting and calculating

the premium. Its completeness, integrity

and currency are also critical. Hence it

is highly important that the data is kept

confidential as it is sensitive, apart from

being accurate.

Data Challenges in India
Having seen the importance of data for

pricing and underwriting, the challenge

faced by the Indian insurance companies

currently with regard to such data is

mammoth due to its disorientation and

being fragmented. Availability of accurate

details or information at right time and

the measures taken for non–existence of

data are the biggest challenges that we

are facing at the moment.

Many businesses are focused on how

Merely having the
data will not suffice
for taking correct
decisions in
underwriting and
calculating the
premium. Its
completeness,
integrity and
currency are also
critical.
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these challenges are to be handled and

looking out for any readymade solution

that is available in the market to combat

these issues.

From the business or insurers’

perspective, it is becoming increasingly

important to know who you are dealing

with. You need to be confident that a

business is legitimate and protect your

company’s assets and reputation. At the

same time, even from the customer’s

point of view, there will always be a doubt

about the safety of personal information

that has been shared with any

organizations and the fear of falling in

wrong hands.

The other great challenge is the volume

of records/data that will have to be

maintained by each insurance carrier. In a

country like India, it’s going to be huge, in

billions of gigabytes.

The maintenance of such massive records

by each insurer is not easy, as the

infrastructure cost would be enormous.

More importantly, not all carriers would

be interested to have this kind of a setup

as they would feel that they are deviating

from their core business of insurance.  It

would be very difficult for the insurance

carriers to maintain this data even if they

were interested in it as they would end up

with a huge maintenance cost.

Most of the carriers would prefer to invest

in their core business activities and try

getting these records on request for each

and every customer or risk on a need basis

from specialists in this field. Some carriers

would even go to the extent of charging

customers and include those charges as

part of the premium as well.

I.T. Solution Underpinning the

Data Challenges
Going forward, as data is going to be of

foremost importance as the key

differentiator for insurance companies in

India to be competitive in the market; any

solutions from the technology space to

tackle this challenge would be welcome.

Due to the number of insurance carriers

increasing in India following privatization,

the focus is on stabilizing their business

processes. The companies should

implement a robust application system for

Policy Administration, Claims and Accounts

– areas which would help them provide

better and faster service to the customers.

Hence, solutions that transfer the

required data electronically to insurance

companies on demand would help them

in quoting the accurate premium and also

in making the correct underwriting

decisions. With time and with advances

in technology, the main medium of

transfer of information between insurance

companies would be through the

electronic media.

How and why?
In the US and UK markets, many insurers

rely on data that can be used for

Underwriting and Rating before issuing an

insurance policy. Company’s underwriters

need access applicant’s MVR (MOTOR

Vehicle Report) and past claims history

data for accurate pricing and

underwriting of risks. In order to get the

data, all insurers mostly rely on providers

of such data services.

These data service providers help  improve

the operational and financial performance

of insurers by improving the processes of

risk-acceptance and loss-mitigation –
enhancing risk selection, automating

underwriting, reducing claim severity and

cycle time, increasing efficiency,

reducing expenses and improving

outcomes.

Those organizations work mainly on

collecting the data from different sources

like various insurance companies,

police departments, banks etc., evaluate,

verify and update the data to make it

relevant and send it to insurance

companies on request.

The key here is that, in addition to data

collection and maintenance, these

vendors have the technology, tools

and services to deliver relevant data

quickly, cost-effectively and, most

importantly, according to the recipient’s

requirements.

Opportunity in India
The opportunity in India for these kinds

of data service providers is very bright,

following IRDA’s decision of De-tariff which

compels for the introduction of the new

system of premium pricing by insurers.

Technology improvement is at a faster

phase in India in all sectors, which builds

more confidence in bringing consistency

in insurance companies’ business

processes like streamlined underwriting,

accurate pricing and fraud detection in

claims due to availability of correct data

in right format.

For example: Impact of technology on the

police department has been phenomenal,

specifically in booking the defaulters by

Solutions that
transfer the
required data
electronically to
insurance
companies on
demand would
help them in
quoting the
accurate premium
and also in making
the correct
underwriting
decisions.
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traffic controllers using different

technologies (installing CCTV in traffic

signals to identify vehicles that are over

speeding, jumping the traffic line etc.,

and booking them). Most of the penalties

are being booked electronically by storing

vehicle registration number and the

driver’s licence number. Introduction of

testing for levels of alcohol in case of

suspected drunken driving in all urban

areas is yet another boon of technology.

As all these convictions and accidents

information are very vital for insurance

companies for pricing or underwriting, they

would go unnoticed if the same is not

available to them at the right time.

Therefore there needs to be some

governance put in place in terms of

collecting the vital data from different

sources and collate them in one place,

enabling appropriate use.

The author is Business Consultant –

Insurance, Accenture, India. The views

express in the article are his own.

Introduction of
service providers
for better and
faster service
would be the focus.
This would help
insurance carriers
to focus on their
core activity by
outsourcing this to
companies who are
specialists or
experts in these.

This would help insurance companies

enormously in accurate pricing,

underwriting and in claims as it provides

them with information even where FIR is

not made. FIR is treated as the main base

for any motor accident claims by

insurance companies in India.

Data gathering approach
How to gather data from various sources,

so that the same can be provided in

proper format to insurance companies

and brokers etc, is the biggest challenge.

Introduction of service providers for

better and faster service would be the

focus. This would help insurance carriers

to focus on their core activity by

outsourcing this to companies who are

specialists or experts in these. By

outsourcing, insurance companies would

get substantial amount of savings as well.

The service provider facilitates the

insurance underwriting functions by

providing quick and easy access to up-

to-date information. Combining advanced

technology with comprehensive data

allows the service provider to deliver

timely and reliable results.

The service provider link should be a Web-

enabled delivery system that provides

insurance companies and agents with

instant access to the information so that

they can quickly and effectively rate

policies at the point of sale.

As part of first phase, the service provider

can gather info related to:

• Motor Vehicle reports

• Driver details

• Prior carrier information

• No-claim discount details

• Previous claims history

All insurance companies in India would

give the details of the records to the

service provider on a daily basis with

regard to the following areas:

• New business

• Cancellation

• Renewals

• Re-instatement

• Endorsements

• Claims

The service provider will in turn have a

single place where the records can be

stored, and the same can be of use to

the same company who provided it, or to

some other insurance company where the

business has migrated to.

With regard to claims details, the two

major details that can be valid to have are:

• Claims reported and settled – where the

same can be collected from the

insurance companies.

• Accidents which did not turn to claims –

this is very difficult to gather since the

same would not be available with the

insurance companies. So the best

possible solution would be to have a tie

up with the police departments to get

the list of accidents reported and

compare the same with the data

collected from the insurance companies.

The rest would be considered as

accidents with no–claims, and the

records will help understand the history

of the driver.

In the case of uninsured vehicles, having

a tie-up with the various auto dealers

will help.

Conclusion
For the anticipated revolutionary change

in the way the premiums are decided in

the years to come, data plays a very

crucial role for insurers. Therefore,

insurance companies in India capitalizing

on this opportunity to bring in the right

IT solution at the right time will do well

to improvise their model of pricing,

underwriting and claims fraud detection;

and most importantly can project this as

their prime marketing strategy to get the

business in the market.
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DR. G. GOPALAKRISHNA AVERS THAT DESPITE ALL THE CARE THAT LIFE INSURERS TAKE TO CHECK FRAUDULENT CLAIMS,

FRAUDS DO OCCUR THAT AFFECT THE ENTIRE POLICYHOLDER COMMUNITY; WHILE HAVING AN ADVERSE IMPACT ON THE

BOTTOM LINES AND REPUTATION OF INSURERS.

Repudiation of Claims
FRAUDS IN LIFE INSURANCE

Repudiation

R
epudiation of a claim in an

insurance contract would mean

conveying the decision of denial

of liability under the circumstances

leading to such recourse by the insurer.

The insurer needs to notify the insured

of that decision and the intention to

rescind the contract, supported by

reasons thereof. How, why and when it

happens is a breath-taking question.

General Position

The business of life insurance is effecting

contracts whereby a  person (insurer)

agrees, for a consideration (that is

payment of a sum of money or a

periodical  payment, called the  premium)

to  pay to another (insured or his estate)

a stated sum on the happening of an

event dependent on human life. In

essence, right to payment of the sum

assured by insurers in certain

circumstances is acquired by the assured

and in consideration the assured agrees

to  pay the stipulated  premium.

The Principle of Uberrima Fides

A contract of life assurance is a contract

of “uberrima fides,” i.e., a contract

requiring the utmost good faith, and

proceeds on the basis that every material

fact concerning the health of the life to

be assured and that of his family is

disclosed.  Prior to the contract, the

insurer is entirely ignorant of the premises

upon which the contract may be founded

and he has to depend for them upon the

statements of the life to be assured. The

life to be assured is, therefore, required

to state correctly and truly not only all

matters of fact within his knowledge

which he believes to be material for the

consideration of his  proposal, but also

all matters which in  point of fact are so.

If he conceals anything which he knows

to be material, it is a fraud; but besides

that if he fails to disclose anything that

may influence the insurer in arriving at a

correct decision, although he does not

know that it would have that effect, such

non-disclosure would also entirely vitiate

the contract.

Provisions of Section 45 of the

Insurance Act, 1938

Under this Section, a policy which has

been in force for two years cannot be

disputed on the ground of incorrect or

false statements in the proposal and other

documents, unless it is shown to be on a

material matter and was fraudulently

made. This provision is meant to protect

policyholders from suffering for minor

inaccuracies on stated facts.

It will, therefore, be seen that in all cases

where evidence is available either during

the currency of the policy or on the claim

arising by death, to show that the life

assured had made an untrue statement

in the proposal or personal statement,

and where two years have not elapsed

from the date on which the policy was

effected, the insurer would be entitled

to repudiate the policy contract, no

Prior to the
contract, the
insurer is
entirely ignorant
of the premises
upon which the
contract may be
founded and he
has to depend
for them upon
the statements
of the life to be
assured.
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matter whether the untrue statement was

material for the consideration of the risk

or not, and whether it was fraudulently

made or not. Where, however, two years

have elapsed from the date on which the

policy was effected, the insurer is

required to prove not only materiality of

the misstatement but also knowledge and

fraud on the part of the proposer.

In dealing with the cases of the first

category, i.e., where two years have not

elapsed, it may be noted that it is not

the policy of the insurer to avoid a policy

contract on a mere inaccurate statement

not material for the consideration of the

risk, except in cases where there is a

strong suspicion of fraud and where

attempts made by the insurer to obtain

proper evidence in support thereof have

been thwarted by the claimant.

Policies Issued Outside India

Section 45 of the Insurance Act is

applicable only to policies the sums

assured under which are payable within

the Indian territory. Policies payable

outside the Indian territory are governed

by the law of the country in which the

policyholders reside, and offices situated

out of India are required to find out

whether any Act or Regulation similar to

the Indian Insurance Act is in operation

locally, and act in accordance therewith

in deciding whether materiality and

knowledge would be required to be

proved, or proof of mere mis-statement

or inaccurate statement would be

sufficient for the purpose.

Early Claim

If a life assured dies within a short time

after effecting the policy, it is put on

enquiry as to whether death was due to

an ailment which the deceased could

have developed after insurance was

effected; or whether it was the result of

a disease or illness from which he had

suffered prior to the date of covering the

risk, and which he had not disclosed in

his proposal or personal statement or

before the conclusion of the contract,

as required by the terms of the

Acceptance Letter. It is not possible to

lay down any hard and fast rules or

procedure as to the precise manner of

making enquiries to cover all types of

cases. Each case has to be considered

on its merits.

Claims arising by death of a Life Assured

within two years from the date of covering

the risk or within two years from the date

of last revival or reinstatement of a policy

are to be considered as “Early Claims.”

However, in cases of revivals or

reinstatements, except where the claim

is prima facie suspicious, such claim need

not be treated as an “early claim”- and

as a consequence investigation may be

dispensed with if certain conditions are

satisfied. Investigation of claim may be

waived, even where such conditions are

not satisfied, and even where death has

taken place due to accident or there is

no suspicion of suicide or the suicide

clause in terms of the particular policy

contract, is or has become inoperative.

Major Types of Fraudulent

Claims

Various types of cases would arise and as

it would not be possible to deal with all,

a few major types, which offices would

usually come across in dealing with Early

Claims are stated:

• Where the insurer has been induced

to issue a policy by misstatement of

material facts or fraudulent suppression

of true facts about personal or family

history, etc. at the time of proposal or

before completion of the contract or

at the time of revival of a lapsed policy.

• Where the company has been

induced to issue a policy by gross

understatement of age.

• Where due to similarity in names, or in

the case of twins, the deceased person

is found to be some one other than

the Life Assured under the policy.

• Where the death of the Life Assured

has not taken place at all, and attempts

are made to recover the policy monies

by submitting fictitious claim

certificates etc.

• Where the insurer has been induced

to issue a policy by impersonation.

• Where a policy has been obtained by

way of gambling on insurance, otherwise

known as wagering contract.

Principle of Waiver

Whenever a proposal is declined it is

generally the practice of the insurer to

keep records of such cases in what is

known as Declined Card Index, in which

relevant particulars are maintained. In

cases where the claim is repudiated on

the ground of non-disclosure of correct

information about the declinature etc.

It is not possible
to lay down any
hard and fast
rules or
procedure as to
the precise
manner of
making
enquiries to
cover all types
of cases.
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of a previous proposal, the claimant may

contend in a Court that in view of the

existence of the Declined Card Index, the

company was not justified in repudiating

the claim, because through the medium

of its Declined Card Index, it could and

should have discovered the true position

before accepting the further proposal

which resulted in the claim; and that

since the company did not do so, it

should be deemed to have waived its right

to raise that issue when the claim arose.

This plea is untenable and the rule of law

which has been upheld by the Calcutta

Appeal Court very early in the case of

Asima Sarkar v. The Western India Life

Insurance Company Limited, reported in

(1942) 1 Cal. Page 100, is (1) that in order

to succeed, the claimant would have to

show to the satisfaction of the Court that

when the office considered the proposal

it had actually referred to the Declined

Card Registry in question and the case in

particular, and in spite thereof it

accepted the proposal; and it is not

enough to simply say that as the office

was maintaining the Card Registry, it

should have referred to it, and that if it

did not, it should be presumed to have

waived its right thereafter; and (2) that a

clear case of “waiver” is one in which

the office at the time of considering the

proposal had taken into account the fact

that a previous proposal on the same life

had been declined, deferred etc. and

specifically states in its Acceptance

Letter that in spite thereof it has decided

to undertake the risk.

Deceased Person Different from

Life Assured

Mistake in the identity of the life assured

is likely to arise because of a similarity in

names. Cases of the following nature have

actually occurred in the past. Two

persons bearing the same name were

residing in the same place or locality. One

of them was insured, while the other was

not. After the death of the latter, a

premium notice meant for the insured

person bearing the same name, came to

be wrongly delivered by the post office

to the widow of the deceased person.

The widow took it for granted that her

deceased husband was insured under the

policy mentioned in the Premium Notice

and a claim was put in. While in some

cases, the mistake was detected by the

office concerned in the course of

correspondence, or on a proper scrutiny

of the claim forms, in at least one case it

happened that the claim was wrongly paid

to the deceased’s heirs and the mistake

was discovered only when the real life

assured turned up subsequently at the

office to make enquiries about the

payment of his premiums. Human nature

being what it is, advantage may also be

deliberately taken of the similarity in

names in some cases to prefer a

fraudulent claim. It is, therefore, very

essential that the claim forms should

always be carefully scrutinized with a view

to verifying the identity of the deceased

person. The particulars contained in the

claim papers should be examined with

care and checked up with those

contained in the proposal and policy

papers, and if any discrepancy is observed

in the full name of the deceased or his

address, age, father’s name, particulars

of family, identification marks, place of

birth or death; or in the name, address,

age etc. of the nominee or assignee, if

any, the case should be handled with great

caution and searching enquiries should

be made in order to eliminate the

possibility of a mistake in identity.

Death of the Life Assured Did

Not Take Place – False Claim

Made

There is another type of fraudulent claims

which offices are likely to come across.

It may happen that an unscrupulous Life

Assured himself or another person who

may have made him to take out a policy

with dishonest intentions, may conspire

in collusion with other accomplices to

put in a death claim while the Life Assured

is alive, with a view to defrauding the

company.

It is no doubt difficult to detect a fraud

of this type from a mere scrutiny of the

proposal and claim papers. Usually it is

the tendency of the perpetrators of

frauds to put in a claim before even the

second installment of premium under the

policy has fallen due. Where a very early

claim has been received, proper enquiries

should be made in order to find out

whether the person on whose life the

policy was issued ever lived at the address

given in the proposal form, and was

Usually it is the
tendency of the
perpetrators of
frauds to put in
a claim before
even the second
installment of
premium under
the policy has
fallen due.
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carrying on a trade or profession

mentioned in the proposal, and whether

the information about his death having

occurred is correct and, if so, whether

he died due to natural causes. If he is

reported to have died at some other

station, searching enquiries should be

made at that place on similar lines and

also when and why he had gone there. If

he had lived with his friends or relatives,

they should be questioned and if they

appear to be shifty in their statements,

the enquiries should be pursued

vigorously. The Death Register pertaining

to the alleged death of the Assured

should be inspected carefully, in order

to see whether the entries relating to

the death are in natural order. The Doctor

who issued the Medical Attendant’s

certificate should be contacted and his

records of treatment of the alleged

deceased should be scrutinized.

Declarants of Certificate of Cremation and

Certificate of Identity should also be

interviewed; in some cases it may turn

out that the signatures of the Declarants

are fictitious. The Doctor and the

Declarants may be in actual collusion with

the conspirators, but if they are closely

and tactfully interrogated, they are likely

to betray themselves and give out some

clue with which to work on. The records

maintained at the burial or cremation

ground, as the case may be, should also

be examined whether the entry relating

to the assured, had been made in the

ordinary course on the date on which

the burial or cremation took place, or

whether it had been inserted later on.

If as a result of investigation, it is felt that

there are reasonable grounds to suspect

that the person whose life was insured is

not dead and that a fraud has been

perpetrated (as distinct from a case of

suppression of material facts relating to

health, age, family history, previous

history etc.), a complaint should be filed

with the police for further investigation

of the case in order that a decision to

repudiate the claim may be strengthened.

Wagering Contract or Gamble in

Insurance

Where there is a suspicion that a

deceased Assured has not got sufficient

means to maintain the policy which

resulted into a claim, and if there is an

assignment or nomination of the policy

in favour of some one, other than a close

relative, proper enquiries should be made

with a view to finding out what was the

real income of the deceased when he

proposed for the assurance, and who paid

the first and subsequent premiums. If the

deceased Assured is found to have not

been in a position to maintain the policy

and if it is found that the assignee or

nominee had paid the first and

subsequent premiums, it would be a

“Wagering Contract” entered into by the

assignee or nominee with the view to

benefit himself and the claim should be

repudiated.

Hazardous Occupation

Although after the issue of a policy it is

free from all restrictions as to occupation,

if, in any Early Claim case, the claim papers

show that the deceased’s occupation or

pursuit at the time of his death was of a

hazardous nature while that stated in the

proposal was non-hazardous and the

cause of death could be attributed to

that hazardous occupation or pursuit,

proper enquiries should be made of the

employers or the authorities concerned,

in order to find out since when the

deceased had been engaged in the

hazardous occupation or pursuit  even

at the time of his proposal, of which

proper evidence is available, the matter

may be referred to the Underwriting

Department enquiring of them as to how

the disclosure of the true nature of

occupation or pursuit would have

affected the consideration of the

proposal at the inception. If in the opinion

of the Underwriting Department, the

occupation was such that, had it been

disclosed, it would have resulted in the

proposal being rejected, deferred or

accepted on terms other than those

proposed, then the claim needs to be

repudiated.

Material Information

What is material information is a question

A person is said to
have suppressed
information on a
material point when
the information
suppressed is such
that had it been
disclosed, it would
have resulted in
deferring
consideration of the
proposal or charging
an extra premium,
or accepting the
proposal on terms
other than those
proposed, or
declining the
proposal.
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of fact. A person is said to have suppressed

information on a material point when the

information suppressed is such that had

it been disclosed, it would have resulted

in deferring consideration of the proposal

or charging an extra premium, or

accepting the proposal on terms other

than those proposed, or declining the

proposal.

Correlation Between the Cause

of Death and a Previous Illness

It is not necessary, for the purpose of

repudiation of a claim, that there should

be any correlation between the illness

which caused the death and the illness

which was not disclosed, even in cases

where Section 45 of the Insurance Act,

1938 applies, so long as the illness suffered

from was of such a nature that its

disclosure would have affected the

decision in accepting the proposal as

stated above.

This view is supported by the following

passage appearing in Bunyon’s “Law of

Life Assurance”:

“Whether the case be that of a warranty,

misrepresentation or concealment, the

question of materiality is not, in any

degree determined by the event. The

contract is void in its inception. It is not

rendered less so by the circumstance

that death may have arisen from some

cause totally unconnected with the

fact warranted, misrepresented or

concealed.”

Conclusion

While this is the general position, a vast

majority of claims received by an

insurance company are settled with

minimum of delay and effort, either for

the policyholder/claimant or for the

company. Claimant has the right to a fair,

quick and correct claim decision, and this

is every insurer’s duty and responsibility

to ensure. Wherever failure is noticed on

the part of any company, in view of their

social responsibility to provide reasonable

security to policyholders, the Consumer

Forums and Courts, even while recognizing

the need for repudiation in legitimate

cases, have passed strictures against the

companies for rejecting claims on frivolous

and technical grounds. Hence, claim

processes in insurance companies are

now streamlined and designed to serve

the purpose and to provide support to

all valid claims. Moreover, consciousness

and resourcefulness to keep repudiations

to the barest minimum will serve to

increase the business growth  and better

reputation.

Consumers the world over have been

generally cynical about insurance as a

reliable risk management instrument.

Insurance is a device where the sacrifice

is real and immediate (i.e., payment of

premium) while the benefits to be reaped

are distant and contingent (i.e., only when

the claim amount is paid). Incidence of

Claimant has
the right to a
fair, quick and
correct claim
decision, and
this is every
insurer’s duty
and
responsibility to
ensure.

this is the only instance of evidence of

the concept of insurance to the

customer. Repudiation of claim by the

insurer hits at the very root of the faith

and confidence of the insured/claimant.

A general feeling or disbelief of the

customer towards insurers and insurance

is that their claims do get rejected, for

one reason or the other. Hence, the

claimant under a death claim deserves the

most sympathetic consideration and

attention; and all efforts should be made

to settle the claim at the utmost priority.

However, since a life insurance policy is

a contract on the principle of utmost

good faith, there are instances where

early claims need to be investigated to

make sure that they are genuine. All

insurers are very cautious in denying

liability under a policy. Claimants of such

claim are given all explanation and reasons

for repudiation. Further, reasons for

rejection of claims have to be cogent and

have to be suitably communicated to the

insured, failing which the aggrieved

(insured) has a right of action against the

insurer.

There are, however, cases where the

extenuating circumstances of the cases,

humanitarian grounds or lack of strong

evidence merit reconsideration of the

cases. Depending upon the merits of the

case, the decision on reconsideration

may be to pay the repudiated claim on

ex-gratia basis in full or in part or to the

extent of the refund of the premiums

paid.
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JAGENDRA KUMAR WRITES THAT IN SPITE OF ALL THE MODERN TECHNOLOGY BEING DRAFTED INTO DESIGNING ANTI-

THEFT DEVICES, THEFT OF MOTOR VEHICLES IS STILL ON THE RISE.

Motor Theft Claims
NEED FOR CONCERN

R
ecently a Mumbai businessman,

who had traveled to the

Hiranandani Complex in Powai for

work, was left stunned when his Rs 25

lakh Pajero vanished from the parking lot.

Later, he found out that the thieves had

been tracking his vehicle ever since he

started his journey from Pune. The police

had been regularly clamping down on

inter-state gangs but are rarely able to

trace the mastermind as each gang

member knows only his role in the racket.

They operate on a need-to-know basis.

While one gang-member actually steals

the vehicle, another is given the role of

changing its number plates and preparing

fake papers. A third member drives it out

of town for sale. The businessman’s

stolen Pajero from Powai was sold for as

less as Rs 1.25 lakh.

This is not just one incident that took

place in the country.  Every day, from

some place some costly vehicle is stolen

like this. In India, all Indian vehicle owners

are expected to opt for vehicle insurance

as it is mandatory. The Motor Vehicles

Act is the legal reference point in case

of doubt. Under the India Vehicle

Insurance policy, a vehicle is insured

against the market value of the car. The

price in a typical Indian insurance policy

is regulated by the law, so price variations

do not differ significantly. However, the

scope of cover and ease of services may

vary between different insurance

companies. Insurance companies offer

two levels of cover under vehicle

insurance. The first type is third-party

insurance. This covers financial loss that

happens to another person’s property in

an accident. The second type of vehicle

insurance offers comprehensive cover

that provides third-party benefits and

covers damage to the insured vehicle. This

policy can be extended to cover tariffs,

motor services and modification in the

vehicle. In recent years in India there is

a boom in the automobile sector with a

high growth rate and MNCs making a

beeline into the country. But due to this

and acute traffic chaos, the number of

auto accidents are also soaring. So the

desirability of opting for auto insurance

has accelerated. Auto insurance is

obligatory for all new vehicles be it for

commercial or personal use.

Simultaneously incidents of auto theft all

over the country are on the rise. As per

reliable sources, data reveals that:

• More than 40,000 vehicles worth Rs 140

crore are stolen in our country every

year, mainly in the metropolitan cities.

• Less than 15,000 vehicles are re-traced.

Interestingly motor vehicle thieves seem

to prefer motorcycles over cars.

• Motorcycles are being targeted the

most. A two-wheeler can be stolen just

by unlocking it with a duplicate key.

Moreover, selling a stolen motorcycle

in the disposal goods market is easier

compared with selling a stolen car or a

heavy vehicle. Also, hiding a two-

wheeler is easier. Motorcycles have

always caught the fancy of those who

step into the world of crime at a young

age. The underprivileged steal them

because of need of money or to show

off among their friends.

Why Motor Vehicles are Stolen?

Motor vehicles get stolen for a host of

reasons. It could be a temporary or long-

Selling a stolen
motorcycle in the
disposal goods
market is easier
compared with
selling a stolen
car or a heavy
vehicle.



term use of transportation, hoping that

it will not be detected by the police. In

some cases it is found that the accused

steal the vehicle for a joyride and later

abandon it. Sometimes the stolen vehicles

are dismantled and their parts are sold

off as spare parts or built into new

vehicles. But mostly the vehicles are

stolen and resold to unsuspecting

customers in Haryana, Punjab, Bihar,

Rajasthan or Uttar Pradesh. Different

motives of theft are as follow:

• Motor Vehicle Theft for Re-Selling

Vehicles- Main motive of most of the

crimes is earning a fast buck and vehicle

thefts give a good return for the risk

involved if the vehicle is resold as it is

or after Re- Registration under some

other Transport Authority on the basis

of fake documents.

• Motor Vehicle Theft for spare/

accessories- A motor car and most often

its components are items in steady

demand. An engine of Hero Honda bike

is used in various other machineries like

agriculture pump set. A thief may steal

it for removing its spare parts/

accessories; because stealing a car is

easier and faster than theft of parts!

At last they abandon vehicles after

petty thefts.

• Motor Vehicle Theft for joy riding –

Wayward youngsters always enjoy

others’ things; especially if it is a well

maintained vehicle. But the good thing

is they abandon it after using /enjoying

it for some time. It is back to the owner

if correct particulars of the vehicle

have been given to the police.

• Motor Vehicle Theft for committing

other crimes – Criminals of all kinds

require means of transport to commit

crimes like Robbery, Dacoity, and

Smuggling etc. One good thing about

this is that they also abandon these

vehicles after short use. It can be

restored to the real owner if correct

particulars of the vehicle have been

given to the police.

Spurt in Auto Theft Cases

Though incidents of dacoity, attempt to

murder, robbery and criminal assault have

shown a considerable fall in the Metros

over the past one year as per the latest

figures of the Delhi police; a sudden spurt

in cases of motor vehicles theft coupled

with an abysmally low workout rate

reflects poorly on the ability of the police

to crack down on such gangs.

• As many as 9,895 cases of motor vehicle

theft were reported in 2008, a

whopping 23.08 per cent increase over

8,039 cases in 2007. Even worse, only

19.55 per cent of these cases could be

worked out in 2008 compared to 21.51

per cent the previous year.

• Seen in the context of the Capital’s

(Delhi) overall crime scenario, motor

vehicles theft alone contributed almost

25 per cent of the total IPC cases

reported in 2008.

Recirculation

As India is emerging as an economic super-

power, many people are now able to

afford cars. This goes to show the buying

power of the country but this

development has given rise to increase

in the crime rate of car theft. These

stolen cars are sold by changing their

chassis number in another city or

neighboring countries. Thieves also find

it profitable to sell expensive equipment

and accessories of the car such as

stereos, batteries and other decorative

parts of the cars. Car-lifting cases have

shown an increasing trend, but there is

a declining trend in tracing of these

vehicles. Without any proven method of

tracking the cars, only 10 percent of the

total stolen vehicles are recovered.

Common Tools of Theft

Carjacking is the forceful theft of an

occupied vehicle. Most car jackings

happen in as little as 15 seconds, when

the thief suddenly appears and demands

that the driver surrender the car. The

FBI reports that the primary motives for

carjacking are to secure transportation

after robbing the driver to obtain

transportation to commit another crime,

such as drug trafficking. Common tools

used by the vehicle stealers are:

• Slice Hammer Puller to break into the

door locks and the cylinder lock.

• Multimeters or a test light to find the

source of the battery.

• Spare wires and/or a screwdriver to

connect the battery source to the

ignition and starter wires.

• A generic rod and hook toolkit to slip

between the car window and car

frame; and to open the lock behind

the window.

Thieves also find
it profitable to
sell expensive
equipment and
accessories of the
car such as
stereos, batteries
and other
decorative parts
of the cars.
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New keyless ignition/lock cars often share

the same 40-bit encryption method

between their “keys” and their

computers. Using a RFID Microreader and

a laptop, university students have

managed to remotely unlock, start, and

drive away in top-of-the-line luxury cars,

not without returning the cars to their

rightful owners of course and with their

consent to “steal” it in the first place.

Total Loss Claims in Insurance

There can be two types of total loss to a

vehicle insured under a Motor Insurance

policy.

• The claim could be considered to be a

total loss where the vehicle is totally

damaged and when the cost of repairs/

replacement is 75% or above of the IDV.

Such total loss claims are settled on

net of salvage basis i.e. salvage being

retained by the insured. Appropriate

amount towards salvage value as

determined by the surveyor in

consultation with the company is

deducted from the Total Loss amount.

The R.T.O is informed by Registered A.D.

Post informing non-use of the vehicle.

• Another one is theft of the vehicle.  It

may include the cost of accessories,

extra fittings or installations. In theft

cases invariably investigation is arranged

by insurers through an investigator.

Documents Required

In case of a theft claim of the vehicle,

the insurance company requires various

documents. In addition to the

Registration Certification and Driving

License which are normally required in

every OD claim, insurance company would

require the following documents.

• Policy with 64VB compliance.

• First Information Report. (FIR)

• Final Report. (FR)

• Surrender of Original Documents of the

Vehicle – RC, Fitness, Permit, certificate

of Insurance /Policy.

• The copy of letter written by the

insured to police authorities regarding

receipt of the claim from insurer and

thus creation of the interest in case

there is recovery of vehicle.

• Letter to National Crime Records

Bureau (NCRB) for record.

• Ignition keys of the Vehicle.

• Letter of Indemnity and Subrogation.

• N.O.C. from Finance Company in case

the vehicle is hypothecated.

It should be recorded in panchanama/

recovery memo if parts are found missing

or changed after recovery of stolen

vehicle. Here insured should send a

registered A/D letter to the SP/ACP

requesting that the insurer should be

informed of any recovery.

On Recovery of Stolen Vehicle

Before settlement of claim: The insured

is asked to take the vehicle in his

possession. If the vehicle is found

damaged, and is to be indemnified against

that loss or damage; the insured is advised

to obtain a recovery memo from the

police and to get the vehicle surveyed at

the police station before taking delivery.

After settlement of claim: In a situation

where the stolen vehicle is recovered by

police, insurer initiates the process of

recovering the vehicle. After getting the

possession of stolen vehicle, the insurance

company disposes it off and adjusts the

amount against the paid claim. The insured

may also be asked to take the vehicle and

in case the insured is willing to take the

vehicle in his possession, then he has to

refund the claim amount already paid to

him by the insurance company. Where a

theft claim is settled, the policy is

cancelled for the remaining period. After

theft, the vehicle is either not in use or

does not stand in the name of registered

owner; hence the policy can not be

continued.  After settlement   of theft

claim of a vehicle, the RTO and NCRB are

informed.  Insurers exchange the theft

data to monitor the stolen vehicles and

avoid multiple claims on the same vehicle.

The Role of NCRB

The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB)

based in Delhi collates information on

crimes across the country. Motor Vehicle

theft is one of the heads under which

the crime is classified. The NCRB maintains

computerized records of missing vehicles

and recovered vehicles; and allows

prospective car buyers to check their

database before buying a used vehicle.

Stolen vehicles usually find their way into

used car markets in another part of the

If the vehicle is
found damaged,
and is to be
indemnified
against that loss
or damage; the
insured is advised
to obtain a
recovery memo
from the police
and to get the
vehicle surveyed
at the police
station before
taking delivery.
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country where unwary buyers can end

up with a vehicle that has forged

registration documents. The NCRB

database can be queried at

www.ncrbindia.org. The data available in

Crime Records Division is used for the

purpose of co-ordination of recovered /

seized Motor Vehicles with data of lost /

stolen Motor Vehicles and vice versa. To

ensure proper co-ordination, the

concerned District Superintendent of

Police is informed through wireless

message accordingly. The data of Motor

Vehicles is also used to fulfill the need of

issuing theft clearance reports to all the

Transport Authorities of Delhi

Administration, and certain other States

for the purpose of transferring the

ownership of the vehicle.

Close Proximity Cases

Wherever the loss has occurred within

seven days of the issuance of cover, claim

is termed as “close proximity” claim.

Detailed investigation is arranged to

ascertain the circumstances of the loss

and to see whether the insurance cover

has been obtained after occurrence of

the loss. The close proximity is in

reference to new insurance or where

there has been a break in insurance.  The

point of close proximity is not applicable

where there is continuous renewal of the

policy without any break. In close

proximity cases, the pre-inspection

report is the basis of settlement.  Here

the mens rea (intention of the insured

person) plays an important role.  In case

of an already stolen vehicle, neither the

pre-inspection of the vehicle is possible

nor the insurance.

Auto Theft Security Devices

In the market, there are basically

different types of security systems

available such as centralized locking

system, in which the car is locked or

unlocked by its remote controlling

system. This is the most commonly used

security system. A special type of sensors

is applied in this device that begins

beeping loudly if someone tries to open

it forcefully and the main unit is hidden

somewhere inside the car, which a thief

cannot find or deactivate easily. Another

technique is gear lock in which the

system locks the gear of the car, so that

even if the thief manages to get into the

car; he/she cannot drive it away. Steering

lock is another form of a security system.

Besides these, clutch lock and brake lock

also work in preventing the theft of the

car. In order to secure the vehicle, several

devices may be installed to deter or

prevent theft of the car or any of its parts

or contents. Anti-theft devices,

expensive or not, are going to deter the

inexperienced thief. Following

installations of anti-theft devices also

would provide obstacles to thieves:

• IGNITION CUT-OFF: A key-operated or

hidden manual switch that interrupts

the power supply from the battery to

the ignition.

• FUEL CUT-OFF: Integrated into the fuel

line, this device prevents the flow of

gasoline once the fuel in the gas line is

used. Only a special key deactivates the

cut-off.

• IGNITION COLUMN GUARD: This security

device can provide protection to the

ignition starting system. The device fits

around the steering column and over

the ignition starting system.

• DOOR LOCKS: Visible inside door lock

buttons should be smooth and tapered.

• ANTI-THEFT STEERING WHEEL LOCK:

Locks on and prevents steering wheel

from turning. Its high visibility deters

theft.

• TRUNK LOCK: As an auxiliary or

secondary locking device, a heavy duty

chain lock may be installed inside the

trunk and is key-operated.

• MICRO VEHICLE BLACK BOX: Micro

vehicle black box is a next generation

anti-theft security system. This is a new

concept, which is in a testing phase to

track the stolen car through cell

phones. It is compatible with all GSM

or CDMA mobiles. With the help of this

service, it will be easy to make the car

immobilize; also this service will help to

know about the unauthorized entry in

the car, and location of the vehicle.

Through this service it will be easy to

make two-way communication with the

driver and transfer of command.

GPS Tracking Device

GPS is a compact handy device like mobile

The close
proximity is in
reference to new
insurance or
where there has
been a break in
insurance.  The
point of close
proximity is not
applicable where
there is
continuous
renewal of the
policy without
any break.
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phone with enabled combo technology

of GPS and GPRS that track mobile

vehicles through using four visible

satellites. The satellites send the signals

to the GPS receiver and it calculates the

signals and informs about the exact

position of the vehicle on the earth. The

calculated data is sent on web server

provided to users by the GPS service

providing company. The company provides

a web based login account to access the

data from the web server. Using this

account, the user can track one or more

vehicles at a time. The GPS device provides

the complete data about the vehicle like

its status, maximum speed, motion hours,

distance covered and stationary timing

and duration. As technology is advancing,

more and more security systems are

surfacing in the market. Now by the use

of satellite or mobile phone it is easy to

track the mobile vehicles.

Auto Insurance companies are coming out

with wide-ranging policies for their

customers. And to encourage the

customers to take at least low cost car

insurance or cheapest car insurance the

insurance companies are offering varied

discounts and cheap car insurance

online.  They are also tying up with

foremost automobile manufacturers for

a speedy insurance procedure. Auto

insurance companies have come out with

only Package insurance plan to cover the

theft of four wheelers, two wheelers and

all types of commercial vehicles. To a thief,

there’s nothing like a car because of its

self propelled and fully equipped property

for a fast getaway. The car and especially

its components are items in constant

demand. A comprehensive Motor

Insurance policy is necessary for all motor

vehicle owners since it shields them from

legal liabilities that might occur during

their vehicle maneuver. It is true that a

policeman cannot be deployed at every

nook and corner. People need to spend

some money on putting proper security

locks in their vehicles. When people can

spend a treasure on acquiring vehicles,

they can also afford to spend a few

thousands on the security apparatus. But

the best bet would be the manufacturers

doing so in all earnestness rather than

indulging in fancy, meaningless gimmicks

they generally tend to come up with.

The makes and models of vehicles most

frequently stolen vary by several factors,

including region and ease of theft.

Recovery rates for stolen vehicles vary,

depending on the effort a jurisdiction’s

police department puts into recovery,

and devices a vehicle has been installed

with assist in the process.  A vehicle may

be insured against loss or harm by

accident, fire, theft, while in transit, third

party accident etc. A vehicle insurance

policy protects the motor vehicle owners

from the risks of – Fire, Explosion, Self-

Ignition and Lightning, Burglary,

Housebreaking and Theft, Riot, Strike,

Malicious and Terrorism Damage,

Earthquake, Flood, Typhoon, Hurricane,

Storm, Tempest, Inundation, Cyclone,

Hailstorm, Accidental External Means,

Transit by road, rail, inland waterway, lift,

elevator or air. One can take a low cost

motor insurance also covering Third

Party+Theft liability only. Insurers expect

that owner or authorized driver of a

vehicle should not leave the vehicle

unattended without locking the ignition

and removing the key. A significant number

of automobiles are stolen because drivers

fail to remove ignition keys. Police

departments use various methods of

recovering stolen vehicles, such as

random checks of vehicles that come in

front of a patrol unit, checks of all

vehicles parked along a street or within

a parking lot, or keeping a watchlist of all

the vehicles reported stolen by their

owners. In Europe, vehicle tracking

system, such as LoJack or Automatic

vehicle location enable the location of

the vehicle to be tracked by local law

enforcement or a private company. Other

security devices such as DotGuard

microdots allow individual parts of a

vehicle also to be identified and

potentially returned. In India, despite all

innovations, security systems and police

control, the graph of theft of vehicles is

rising rapidly; and the situation is alarming

in various states, which needs to be

curbed drastically.

Motor Insurance
policy is necessary
for all motor vehicle
owners since it
shields them from
legal liabilities that
might occur during
their vehicle
maneuver. It is true
that a policeman
cannot be deployed
at every nook and
corner.

The author is Corporate Head (Trg.),

Shriram General Insurance.
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'PROVIDING SOCIAL SECURITY FOR THE INFORMAL SECTOR IS A CRITICAL COMPONENT OF TRANSFORMATION OF SOCIAL

AND ECONOMIC STATUS; AND INSURANCE SHALL BE THE ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT OF THIS SOCIAL SECURITY' ASSERTS

DEVARAKONDA V S RAMESH.

Economic Status
of Informal Sector

ROLE OF INSURANCE

P
rovision of social security benefits

to the entire population of a

nation, in general and to the

needy, in particular is one of the age old

traditions being adopted by various

nations. Though initiated as gratis by a

few individuals and institutions, it

culminated into one of the main welfare

objectives of modern nations. The need

for providing social welfare measures is

imminent in the social and economic

imbalances that are inherent in societies

in general across the globe. Even though

there is a sea change globally in the

approaches of successive governments in

structuring their economies and scaling

the life styles of their populations, the

core idea of protecting the social fabric

of the societies remained the prioritized

item in their respective agendas. When

the blossoming civilization gave rise to

protective solutions like insurance to

insulate against unforeseen ravages, the

ability of a few individuals enabled them

to get the social security cover on

organized lines leaving the other end of

spectrum; those who are unorganised and

informal, with no formal social security

coverage, which eventually widened the

socio economic gaps. If social security of

the unorganised is not squarely prioritized

alongside the organized, it will severely

affect the social fabric. The right to

public assistance in case of

unemployment, old age, sickness etc.

enshrined in Article 41 of Constitution of

India as Directive Principles of state policy

point towards the importance of social

security. But limitations on the part of

Governments to cover the increasing

social security needs reengineered the

structuring of the solutions in the form

of insurance, based on the principles of

spreading the risks among large numbers.

However, the process of covering the lives

and habitats of these sections remained

long unfulfilled; and here comes the role

of insurers also as part of their Corporate

Social Responsibility.

In an economy like India where insurance

awareness and penetration are low,

organizing the social security needs of

the unorganised sections through

insurance needs an organized footing.

Therefore holding the beacon of

developmental responsibility, IRDA framed

regulations on rural and social sector

obligations for insurers in the year 2002.

Through these regulations, it is

attempted to channel the flow of the

results of the reforms of insurance sector

to the rural and social sector. It is not

uncommon for the regulators to mandate

norms for an even spread of the business,

especially in the services, be it in one

form or the other. Universal Service

Obligation Fund designed by Telecom

Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) is

If social
security of the
unorganised is
not squarely
prioritized
alongside the
organized, it
will severely
affect the
social fabric.
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another such model in telecom sector in

India. When the reforms of the sector

enhance the customer choice, the

availability of these insurance services is

expected to garner the numbers. Here

comes the social sector factor.

The Indian labour force’s social status is

quite pitiable. The movement from

organized to unorganized and vice-versa

is common and rarely tracked to monitor

the continuous availability of any social

security needs.   As per the data of the

National Commission for Enterprises in the

Unorganised Sector, the absolute

numbers of total employees and informal

sector workers during 2004-05 are 457.46

millions and 420 million respectively. Thus

the informal sector constituted more

than 90% of the total employees. Of the

informal sector workers; 64.02% are in the

agriculture sector, 15.28 % in industry and

20.61 % of persons in services sector. It is

also apt to quote that 79.79% of informal

sector workers are in rural areas and

34.21% are female workers. The social

status of lower strata of Indian women

has yet to equate with that of their male

counterparts. It is estimated that only

around 6% of informal workers were

covered by various social security

schemes by the year 2000. The vagaries

of monsoon badly affect the agriculture

sector and are known to be responsible

for the fluctuating numbers of vagrants.

It is estimated that 60-70% of Indian

migration constitutes rural to rural

movements. When it comes to overall

contribution, the unorganised sector is

second to none. An estimated 58 million

small scale enterprises in non-agriculture

un-organized sector employing less than

10 workers contribute around 31% of our

GDP. The data speaks of the importance

of integrating the social sector into

financial inclusion, and insurance in

particular through mandatory obligations.

The National Commission on Enterprises

in the Unorganised Sector (NCEUS) defines

the unorganised sector as ’all

unincorporated private enterprises

owned by individuals or households

engaged in the production and sale of

goods and services and operated on a

proprietary or a partnership basis and

employing less than 10 persons’.

There is altogether a different

dispensation that is required, be it in

product design or distribution, when it

comes to insuring the lives, habitats and

other insurance needs of small scale

enterprises of these unorganised sectors.

The profile of the unorganized sector of

the rural areas differs from that of the

urban. While in rural areas the

unorganized mainly occupy in agri based

industries, in urban areas they get

scattered in various areas like hawkers,

street vendors, rag pickers etc. Also

within the unorganized, there is need for

customization of product design and

distribution based on these specifics.

Product Design

One of the main shortcomings of the

population of this sector is uneven and

scattered income patterns. This scratchy

model of earnings at times affects their

livelihood limiting their ability to pool up

the savings to meet their immediate social

security needs like insurance. Moreover,

these income trends also land them into

the clutches of vicious credit cycle.

Products with premium holidays may offer

a solution in meeting the insurance needs

of these sections. The scattered income

patterns also warrant facilitating

fragmented premium payment models - say

daily, weekly etc. However, in the event

of the presence of a single nodal agency,

products of this nature may also be

considered on a group insurance basis.

The provision of the social security

benefits to unorganised sector workers

proved successful in respect of many

associations when the same were

implemented under the auspices of a

nodal agency. Of them the following two

cases are worth mentioning here.

Tapping the services of welfare funds –

Kerala State: A Case Study

In Kerala, there are a number of welfare

funds in existence for unorganised sector

workers like toddy tappers, head-load

workers, cashew workers, khadi workers,

coir workers, fish workers, handloom

workers, liquor shop assistants, beedi

workers, tailors and construction workers

. While some funds are constituted

statutorily, others are non statutory; that

is on a voluntary basis. It is estimated that

around 54% of informal workers of Kerala

The social
status of lower
strata of
Indian women
has yet to
equate with
that of their
male
counterparts.
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state are covered in one form or the

other of social security coverage like old

age pension, health cover, unemployment

relief, accidental and disability cover

through these welfare funds. For a

majority of funds, workers’ contribution

exists; for some funds some matching

contribution is also there from employers.

Though, for the constitution of such type

of funds involvement of the statute is

necessary; where the associations are

already in existence, whether formally

or informally, insurers may take proactive

steps in initiating the insurance coverage.

Given the size and type of these groups,

though, initial viability matters, they

offer a potential market segment in the

long run.

Levying the premium – Maharashtra

Security Guards’ Board: A case in point

The Board that is constituted as apex

nodal body works as a chord between

the security guards and their respective

employers. While the board determines

the wages in negotiation with the

employers, they levy a premium of 46.75%

of the wage cost as charges for covering

social security and other benefits of

security guards like PF, Gratuity, Ex-gratia

and ESI etc. This is an ideal model that

deserves to be emulated for various other

unorganised labor of urban conglomerate

like domestic maids, cab drivers etc.

Offering group insurance solutions

through these informal workers’

associations would be of immense help

both to these sections of the workers

and insurance companies. Where

insurance companies undertake pilot

projects as part of their corporate social

responsibilities, through their group

agencies or on their own, they may

consider facilitating the institution of

such informal workers’ associations, by

providing the necessary logistic support.

Product Distribution

Tapping the business sources of these

individuals/groups is both time consuming

and costly. However, they offer potential

business segment in the longer run, as

the passage of time elevates the financial

status of a significant section of the

population. A majority of these workers

especially in the rural environment would

be under the influence of indigenous

money lenders and village heads etc.

Tapping the services of indigenous money

lenders for the purpose of soliciting

insurance business, tapping the services

of influential village heads etc would be

of immense help. As a prelude, it is

necessary to inculcate the requisite

awareness to these village heads/money-

lenders about the need for identifying

insurance solutions to these market

segments. It deserves to be examined if

constitution of standalone market

tracking channels by insurers helps in

tapping the business potentiality of the

unorganised workers on group insurance

basis.

Something to replicate in

insurance from piggy bank

model

The practice of a daily collection of small

quantum of money from daily wage

earners initiated by three young men

transformed into a banking major today.

This is the proven power of small, if

channeled regularly. Since insurance is a

business of longer tenure, involving

periodical payments to the insurance

companies, the replication of piggy

banking model may be run on a pilot basis

by a few. It is to be examined by insurers

if Micro Insurance Regulations offer an

enabling platform towards this direction.

Utilizing the services of local formal/

informal associations like NGOs, MFIs or

RRBs may offer a solution, coupled with

offering attractive discounts for payment

of premiums in advance.

Business Potentiality of Informal

Sector

In its recommendation, the National

Commission for Enterprises in the

Unorganized Sector recommended the

constitution of a standalone development

financial institution for the unorganized

sector called ‘National Fund for the

Unorganized Sector’ with an initial paid

up capital of Rs. 500 crores with the

objective of increasing the credit share

by 3% to this sector. It is estimated that

It deserves to be
examined if
constitution of
standalone
market tracking
channels by
insurers helps in
tapping the
business
potentiality of
the unorganised
workers on group
insurance basis.
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this initiative would generate an

employment for around 57 million over a

five year period. This is the blossoming

market segment to be tapped for the

insurance industry.

New Pension Scheme to Unorganised

Sector

The proposed New Pension Scheme to

unorganised sector may also offer a

business opportunity to extend term

insurance scheme either on an individual

basis or on a group basis. While the

integration of former involves regulatory

issues the latter would be a value addition

to the account holders of NPS.  Though

it is premature to predict the success

rate as NPS itself is yet to commence on

a large scale for this market segment,

there is enough scope to offer life

insurance coverage in those market

segments where NPS succeeds. Also there

may be other statutory issues that may

be required to be addressed like

incorporating the enabling provisions to

let the fund manager take a group term

life insurance policy on the lives of

members of these unorganised segments

to comprehensively cover the social

security needs under a single roof.

Unorganised Sector Workers’

Social Security Bill

In this bill it is proposed to provide life,

disability and health insurance benefits

without any contribution from

unorganised workers and to those

workers where no formal social security

system is in prevalence. It also includes

The mandatory
regulatory norms
prescribed
provide hidden
opportunities to
tap the business
potential.
Insurance
companies need
to eye this
segment as a
potential market
segment for the
economic
transformation of
informal sector.

member; a Life Insurance coverage of

Rs 15000 per worker at the cost of Rs 150

per life. It is proposed to be implemented

through an apex body ‘National Social

Security Authority’ to be constituted for

this purpose.

The mandatory regulatory norms

prescribed provide hidden opportunities

to tap the business potential.  Insurance

companies need to eye this segment as a

potential market segment for the

economic transformation of informal

sector. The social sector business of

today, may be with a comparatively higher

acquisition costs fulfils its business role

of Corporate Social Responsibility

together with having a loyal policyholders’

base for its commercial insurance business

of future years.

National Commission on Enterprises in the

Unorganised Sector (NCEUS) - The Global

Economic Crisis and the Informal Economy

in India
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an old age pension benefit scheme with

contribution from the workers. The

extent of benefit proposed to be covered

is; Rs 15000 p.a. coverage towards

Sickness and maternity offering

reimbursement of hospitalization

expenses, sickness cover for 15 days at

Rs 50 per day at the cost of Rs 380 per
The author is Senior Assistant Director

(Life), IRDA. Views expressed are personal.
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"It's three weeks since I sent 
all the documents for the claim ... 
I hope they send the money soon." 

"Yes, they will. When all the papers 
are in order, they have to settle 

within 30 days. It's the rule!" 
The Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDA), the supervisory body of insurance companies in India, 
protects the interests of policyholders. Here are some of the regulations laid down by IRDA: 

• A claim has to be paid or disputed by the insurance 
company, giving relevant reasons within 30 days of 
receiving all relevant documents. 

• The insurer shall furnish the prospect, a copy of the 
proposal form, free of charge, within 30 days of the 
acceptance of a proposal. 

• Proposals shall be processed and communicated 
within 15 days of receipt by the insurer. 

• In case of delay in settlement of claim after 
submission of all necessary documents, the insurance 
company will be liable to pay a stipulated amount 
of interest. 

• A life insurance policyholder is entitled to a "Free Look 
Period" of 15 days (from the date of receipt of policy) 
to cancel the policy. 

• An insurance company shall respond within 10 days of 
receipt of any communication from its policy holders. 

jil 
MMIIM!IO • ... __ 

Issued in public interest by: 

'il1fi fccf.l41%3ffircl<fim~ 
Insurance Regulatory and 
Development Authority 
3rd Floor, Parisrama Bhavanam, 
Basheerbagh, Hyderabad 500 004 . 

Website : www.i rda.gov.in 
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ty \Áåy YÁu“Æz@

N˛Á¢˛y “t oN˛ Æ“ N¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| Nz̨  u¬L LN˛ \ÁTøN˛ uåm|Æ
“ÁzTÁ osÁ FÃÃz uƒN¿̨ Æ Nz̨  §Át N˛y Ã™ÀÆÁEÁzÊ N˛Áz \Áz uN˛
uN˛Ãy ßy §åoz “ÏL §Á\Á∫ ™ı LN˛ tw≈Æ “{@ FÃz ßy ÜÆÁå
™ı ∫QåÁ YÁu“Æz uN˛ üYÁ∫ N˛Á ¬flÆ \åÃÊPÆÁ Nz̨  uƒußëÁ
ƒT| “Ázåz YÁu“Æz EÁ{∫ \“ÁÂ EÁƒ≈ÆN˛oÁ “{ E¬T üN˛Á∫
N˛Á üYÁ∫ LN˛ ÃÊTueo jÊT Ãz uN˛ÆÁ \ÁåÁ YÁu“Æz@ FÃNz̨
Hú∫, FÃN˛Áz Ã∫Á“Á \ÁåÁ YÁu“Æz uN˛ GnúÁt N˛Áz uƒN˛uÃo
N˛∫åz Nz̨  §z“o∫ Ãz §z“o∫ üÆÁÃ ßy §Á\Á∫ N˛Áz uƒ¢˛¬
N˛∫ ÃN˛oz Æut ™ÜÆƒuo|ÆÁı N˛y b~zuåÊT osÁ u∆qÁ EáÓ∫y
∫“ TF| “Áz@ LN˛ T“å üu∆uqo osÁ Ã∫¬-ƒÁoÁ|¬Áú
ƒÁ¬y ™ÜÆƒuo|, √ÆƒÃÁÆy Nz̨  GnúÁt N˛Á LN˛ EXZÁ ∫Á\tÓo
“Áz ÃN˛oy “{@

\å|¬ Nz̨  FÃ EÊN˛ Nz̨  Nz̨ ã¸ u§ãtÏ ™ı uƒõúmå “{ Ã§Ãz
™Ó¬ §y™Á tÏV|båÁ §y™Á “ÁzoÁ “{@ GÃÃz Æ“ EúzqÁ N˛y
\Áoy “{ uN˛ §“ N˛™ Ãz N˛™ uƒƒÁtÀút “Áz@ \å|¬ Nz̨
ET¬z EÊN˛ Nz̨  Nz̨ ã¸ u§ãtÏ ™ı tÏV|båÁ §y™Á “ÁzTÁ

\z. “u∫ åÁ∫ÁÆm
•äÿˇÊ
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“ ŒÎÁc≈U ∑§ÙáÊ

”

EÁF|.L.EÁF|.LÃ åz Ã™Ó“-EÁáÁu∫o úÆ|ƒzqm ú∫ ∆Ázá-úfi uƒN˛Ãyo uN˛ÆÁ “{, “™ Ãoo ªú Ãz
\ÁTªN˛ ∫“ıTz@ osÁ uƒu�Æ ÃÊN˛b Ãz úÁe uÃQoz ∫“zTı@

»y úyb∫ §¿ÁG™Ó¬∫
EÜÆq, EÁF|.L.EÁF|.LÃ N˛ÁÆ|N˛Á∫y Ãu™uo

∫Á[Æ Nz̨  §y™Á uƒuåÆ™N˛ uƒ≈ƒÁÃ N˛∫oz “¯ uN˛ Æ“ ÃÏuåu≈Yo N˛∫åÁ ™“nƒúÓm| “{ uN˛ ZÁzbz
√ÆƒÃÁÆy ÀƒÁu™ÆÁı N˛Áz úÆÁ|õo “{¡s N˛ƒ∫z\ üÁõo “Áz \Áz GåNz̨  N˛™|YÁu∫ÆÁı osÁ EãÆ √ÆuMoÆÁı
Nz  u¬L ßy “Áz@

ÃÏ»y Ã‰̄gy ü{T∫
N˛åÃÁÃ §y™Á N˛™y∆å∫ osÁ

EÜÆq, Lå.L.EÁF|.Ãy “{¡s Fã≈ÆÁz∫ıÃ osÁ ™{åz\ Nz̨ Æ∫ N˛™zby

Es|√ÆƒÀsÁ Nz̨  uƒuƒá qzfiÁı ™ı uƒN˛ÁÃ Nz̨  úu∫mÁ™Àƒªú GÃNz̨  ¬ÁzTÁız N˛y uƒu�Æ GnúÁtÁı \{Ãz
§y™Á Nz̨  üuo \ÁTªN˛oÁ Eƒ≈Æ §‰jzTy@

»y \z “u∫ åÁ∫ÁÆm
EÜÆq, §y™Á uƒuåÆ™N˛ uƒN˛ÁÃ üÁuáN˛∫m, ßÁ∫o

Ãßy uƒuoÆ ÃuN¿̨ ÆoÁ ™ı, LN˛ üN˛Á∫ N˛Á \ÁzuQ™ Eƒ≈ÆßÁƒy “{ osÁ GÃÃz §YÁ å“Î \Á ÃN˛oÁ
üÏgı∆¬ uƒuåÆÁ™N˛ Nz̨  \ÁzuQ™ N˛™ N˛∫åz Nz̨  Ãßy GúÁÆÁı Nz̨  §Áƒ\Ót@

»y gzuƒg ¬zuƒÃ
™“Áü§ãáN˛, EÁÀb~zu¬Æå üÏgı∆¬ ∫zTÏ¬zb∫y EsÁ}u∫by

Æ“ N˛“åÁ \¡t§Á\y “ÁzTy N˛y åÆz uƒuoÆ GÜƒ|á∫ N˛y uÀsuo uƒuoÆ ÃÊN˛b Nz̨  §Át N{̨ Ãy “ÁzTy@
ƒ{Ãz, “™ Æ“ ™ÏPÆ ™“ÃÓÃ N˛∫ ÃN˛oz “¯ N˛ÁÆ| ÃÓYy ™ı uåuo §åÁåz ƒÁ¬z osÁ uƒuåÆÁ™N˛ ƒ
√ÆƒÃÁÆÁı Nz̨  §yY ƒÁt-uƒƒÁt “ÁzT@

»y Lå \y åÁ™ uÃTÊ
N˛ÁÆ|N˛Á∫y uåtz∆N˛, uÃÊTÁúÏ∫ ™Á{åzb∫y EsÁ}u∫by

Gãåo Es|√ÆƒÀsÁEÁzÊz ™ı ƒo|™Áå ßÓÓ™Êgu¬Æ uƒu�Æ ÃÊN˛b EÁƒ≈Æ “y “{ osÁ Ï̧o uƒu�Æ
EuÀs∫oÁ osÁ Es|√ÆƒÀsÁ Nz̨  uå©å EÁ{∫ úu∫ƒ|oå åz uƒN˛ÁÃ∆y¬ uƒ≈ƒ N˛Áz üßÁuƒo uN˛ÆÁ “{@

»y gzbÁz \™Áåy E£tÓ¬ Tåy
Gú Tƒå|∫, §{NĘ̂  uåTÁ∫Á, ™¬{u∆ÆÁ
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Ã™åÏtz∆å

Ã™åÏtz∆å “{ MÆÁ?

Ã©úu� “ÀoÁão∫m EuáuåÆ™ 1882 Nz̨  EåÏÃÁ∫,

\yƒå §y™Á úÁ}u¬Ãy LN˛ Ã©úu� “{ osÁ FÃNz̨

ÀƒÁ™y N˛Áz FÃNz̨  GúßÁzT, “ÀoÁão∫m LƒÊ uåúbÁ∫m

N˛Á EuáN˛Á∫ “{@ Æut úÁ}u¬Ãy Gu®uQo øú ™ı

uƒƒÁu“o ™u“¬ÁEÁzÊ N˛y Ã©úu� EuáuåÆ™, 1874

N˛y áÁ∫Á-6 Nz̨  EãoT|o å ¬y TF| “Áz, oÁz \yƒå

§y™Á úÁ}u¬Ãy §y™Á áÁ∫N˛ N˛y Ã©úu� N˛Á EÊT

™Áåy \Áoy “{@ <Ã™åÏtz∆å>, \yƒå §y™Á úÁ}u¬Ãy

™ı §y™Á áÁ∫N˛ Nz̨  EuáN˛Á∫Áı N˛Áz uN˛Ãy EãÆ

√ÆuO˛ (u\Ãz Ã™åÏtzu∆oy N˛“Á \ÁÆzTÁ) N˛Áz

“ÀoÁÊou∫o N˛∫åz N˛Á LN˛ N˛ÁåÓåy ™ÁÜÆ™ “{@

§y™Á EuáuåÆ™ N˛y áÁ∫Á 38 ™ı üuoúÁuto “{

uN˛ \yƒÁå §y™Á úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Á “ÀoÁÊo∫m EsƒÁ

Ã™åÏtz∆å üuo¢˛¬ Àƒøú EsƒÁ u§åÁ üuo¢˛¬

Nz̨  uN˛ÆÁ \Á ÃN˛oÁ “{@

Ã™åÏtz∆å N˛Á{å N˛∫ ÃN˛oÁ “{?

\yƒå §y™Á úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Á áÁ∫N˛ \Áz EÁƒ≈ÆN˛

å“Î uN˛ GÃ úÁ}u¬Ãy ™ı ÀƒÆÊ §yu™o ßy “Áz,

úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Áz Ã™åÏtzu∆o EsƒÁ “ÀoÁÊou∫o N˛∫

ÃN˛oÁ “{@

LzÃÁ “ÀoÁão∫m EsƒÁ Ã™åÏtz∆å-

• ÆÁ oÁz úÁ}u¬Ãy ú∫ “y úw…eÁÊN˛å Nz̨  ˚Á∫Á uN˛ÆÁ

\Á ÃN˛oÁ “{, EsƒÁ

• LN˛ úwsN˛ uƒ¬zQ Nz̨  ™ÁÜÆ™ Ãz uN˛ÆÁ \Á

ÃN˛oÁ “{@ LzÃy uÀsuo ™ı GÃ uƒ¬zQ ú∫

Ã™ÏuYo ÀbÁ©ú gΩÆÓby ¬TÁåÁ EuåƒÁÆ| “{@

Ã™åÏtz∆å Gú∫ÁzO˛ uƒuáÆÁı ™ı Ãz uN˛Ãy ßy o∫“

Ãz ßy uå…úÁuto “Áz, FÃN˛Á Ã™åÏtz∆N˛ Nz̨  ˚Á∫Á

“ÀoÁqu∫o “ÁzåÁ osÁ N˛™ Ãz N˛™ LN˛ ÃÁqy Nz̨

˚Á∫Á ü™Áumo “ÁzåÁ EuåƒÁÆ| “{@ ÃÊÆÏO˛ §y™Á

úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Á Ã™åÏtz∆å §yu™o √ÆuO˛ÆÁı ̊ Á∫Á ÃÊÆÏO˛

øú Ãz “ÀoÁqu∫o “ÁzTÁ@

Ã™åÏtz∆å N˛Á GtΩtz≈Æ MÆÁ “Áz ÃN˛oÁ “{?

Ã™åÏtz∆å N˛y EÁƒ≈ÆN˛oÁ FÃ úu∫uÀsuoÆÁı ™ı

“Áz ÃN˛oy “{:

• ÃÁ™ÁãÆo: ∫z“åNw̨ o Jm ¬zoz Ã™Æ Jmy N˛Áz

Eúåy \yƒå §y™Á úÁ}u¬Ãy Euou∫O˛ \™Áåo

Nz˛ øú ™ı JmtÁoÁ Nz˛ úÁÃ §ãáN˛ ∫Qåy

ú‰goy “{@ FÃ Nz̨  u¬L ƒ“ Eúåy úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Á

JmtÁoÁ Nz̨  úq ™ı Ã™åÏtz∆å N˛∫oÁ “{@

• \§ §y™Á úÁ}u¬Ãy Nz̨  EãoT|o §y™Á N˛©úåy Ãz

“y Jm u¬ÆÁ \ÁÆz oÁz úÁ}u¬Ãy §y™Á N˛©úåy Nz̨

úq ™ı Ã™åÏtzu∆o N˛∫åy “Ázoy “{@

• úÁ}u¬Ãy ™ı §yu™o √ÆuO˛ Eúåz uN˛Ãy üÆÁz\å

Nz̨  u¬L ÀƒÁßÁuƒN˛ ŒÁz“ LƒÊ üz™ Nz̨  ƒ∆yßÓo “Áz

GÃ Nz̨  úq ™ı Ã™åÏtz∆å N˛∫ ÃN˛oÁ “{@ N˛¡úåÁ

N˛yu\L, LN˛ uƒáÏ∫, u\ÃN˛Á Eúåy ™woN˛ úuoí

Ãz LN˛ §ÄÁÁ “{, tÓÃ∫Á uƒƒÁ“ N˛∫åÁ YÁ“ ∫“Á

“{@ GÃ N˛Áz Æz ÀƒßÁuƒN˛ ∆ÊN˛Á “{ uN˛ uƒƒÁ“ Nz̨

ú≥ÁÁo GÃN˛y EÃÁ™uÆN˛ ™wnÆÏ “Ázåz ú∫ GÃN˛y

tÓÃ∫y úuoí ™woN˛ úuoí Nz̨  ƒÄÁz Nz̨  ÃÁs ãÆÁÆ åÁ

N˛∫z oÁz ƒ“ §ÄÁÁ úÁ}u¬Ãy Ãz u™¬åz ƒÁ¬z EÁus|N˛

¬Áß Ãz ƒÊuYo ∫“ \ÁÆzTÁ@ LzÃy ∆ÊN˛Á N˛Á

Ã™ÁáÁå §y™Á úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Áz GÃ §ÄÁz Nz̨  úq ™ı

åÁ™ÁÊN˛å N˛∫åz N˛y §\ÁÆ Ã™åÏtz∆å N˛∫ tzåz

™ı “{@

Ã™åÏtz∆å üßÁƒy N˛§ “ÁzoÁ “{?

Ã™åÏtz∆å uå…úÁuto N˛∫åz ú∫ oÏ∫ão úÓm| LƒÊ

üßÁƒy “Áz \ÁoÁ “{@ oÁnúÆ| Æz “{ uN˛ \{Ãz “y

\yƒå §y™Á úÁ}u¬Ãy

N˛Á áÁ∫N˛ \Áz

EÁƒ≈ÆN˛ å“Î uN˛

GÃ úÁ}u¬Ãy ™ı ÀƒÆÊ

§yu™o ßy “Áz,

úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Áz

Ã™åÏtzu∆o EsƒÁ

“ÀoÁÊou∫o N˛∫

ÃN˛oÁ “{@

EÁuQ∫ Æz åÁ™ÁÊN˛å
LƒÊ Ã™åÏtz∆å “{ MÆÁ?

EÁ∫ Lå EÁF| LÃ ˚Á∫Á Gú¬£á ÃÁ™T¿y ™ı åÁ™ÁÊN˛å EƒáÁ∫mÁ N˛Áz ÃÁ™åz ¬ÁÆÁ \Á ∫“Á “{@

(uúZ¬z EÊN˛ Ãz EÁTz)
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úÁ}u¬Ãy ú∫ Ã™åÏtz∆å N˛Á úw…eÁÊN˛å EsƒÁ

<Ã™åÏtz∆å uƒ¬zQ> - u\Ã ßy uƒuá Ãz Ã™åÏtz∆å

uå…úÁuto “Áz - “ÀoÁqu∫o LƒÊ ÃÁflÆÁÊuN˛o “ÁzoÁ

“{ oÁz Ã™åÏtz∆å üßÁƒy “{ \ÁoÁ “{@

MÆÁ §y™Á N˛©úåy N˛Áz Ã™åÏtz∆å N˛y ÃÓYåÁ

tzåÁ EuåƒÁÆ| “{?

Ã™Æ EÁåz ú∫ §y™Á N˛©úåy Ã™åÏtz∆å N˛Áz ¬ÁTÓ

N˛∫ ÃNz̨  FÃ Nz̨  u¬L Ã™åÏtz∆å N˛y u¬uQo

ÃÓYåÁ §y™Á N˛©úåy N˛Áz tzåÁ EuåƒÁÆ| “{@ ÃÓYåÁ

Nz̨  ÃÁs Ã™åÏtz∆å N˛Á ™Á{u¬N˛ uƒ¬zQ EsƒÁ

Ã™åÏtz∆N˛ LƒÊ Ã™åÏtzu∆oy tÁzåÁı ˚Á∫Á ÃnÆÁuúo

üuou¬úy ßy ßz\åy “Ázoy “{@

§y™Á N˛©úåy LzÃy ÃÓYåÁ N˛y úÁƒoy u¬uQo øú

™ı tzTy u\ÃNz̨  u¬L ƒ“ ∆Ï¡N˛ ßy ¬z ÃN˛oy “{@

LN˛ Ãz EuáN˛ Ã™åÏtz∆å uƒ¬zQ “Ázåz N˛y uÀsuo

™ı GåNz˛ tÁƒÁı N˛y ƒu∫ÆoÁ N˛Á uåm|Æ §y™Á

N˛©úåy ™ı ty TF| ÃÓYåÁEÁzÊ Nz̨  N˛™ Nz̨  EÁáÁ∫

ú∫ “ÁzoÁ “{@

MÆÁ ∆o| ÆÏO˛ Ã™åÏtz∆å Ã©ßƒ “{?

Ã™åÏtz∆å <Ã©úÓm|> EsƒÁ <Ã∆o|> “Áz ÃN˛oÁ

“{@ <Ã©úÓm|> Ã™åÏtz∆å ™ı Ã™åÏtz∆N˛ §y™Á úÁ}u¬Ãy

™ı Eúåz Ãßy EuáN˛Á∫ nÆÁT tzoÁ “{ osÁ

úÁ}u¬Ãy Ã™åÏtzu∆oy N˛y Ã©úu� §å \Áoy “{

u\ÃÃz ƒ“ (Ã™åÏtzu∆oy) Eúåy FXZÁåÏÃÁ∫ GÃ

úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Á GúÆÁzT N˛∫ ÃN˛oÁ “{@ <Ã∆o|>

Ã™åÏtz∆å ™ı, Gu®uQo ∆o| Nz̨  Vubo “Ázåz ú∫

úÁ}u¬Ãy ™ı Ã™åÏtz∆N˛ Nz̨  EuáN˛Á∫ Àƒo: GÃz

ƒÁúÃ u™¬ \ÁoÁ “{@ GtÁ“∫mo: Ã∆o| Ã™åÏtz∆å

™ı Æ“ üÁƒáÁå uN˛ÆÁ \Á ÃN˛oÁ “{ uN˛ Ã™åÏtzu∆oy

N˛y ™wnÆÏ “Ázåz ú∫ EsƒÁ úÁ}u¬Ãy úu∫úÅ˛oÁ ú∫

Ã™åÏtz∆N˛ Nz˛ \yuƒo “Ázåz ú∫ úÁ}u¬Ãy ™ı

Ã™åÏtz∆N˛ Nz̨  EuáN˛Á∫ GÃz ƒÁúÃ u™¬ \ÁÆıTz@

MÆÁ Ã™åÏtz∆N˛ Ã™åÏtz∆å N˛Áz uå∫Ào GÃ™z

úu∫ƒo|å N˛∫ ÃN˛oÁ “{?

å“Î! LN˛ §Á∫ Ã™åÏtz∆å uå…úÁuto N˛∫ tzåz

§Át Ã™åÏtz∆N˛ GÃz uå∫Ào EsƒÁ GÃ ™ı N˛ÁzF|

úu∫ƒo|å å“Î N˛∫ ÃN˛oÁ@ “ÁÊ, Ã™åÏtzu∆oy GÃ

úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Áz ™Ó¬ Ã™åÏtz∆N˛ Nz˛ úq ™ı úÏå:

Ã™åÏtzu∆o N˛∫ ÃN˛oÁ “{@

MÆÁ uN˛Ãy EÁƒ≈ÆN˛ Nz̨  úq ™ı Ã™åÏtz∆å “Áz

ÃN˛oÁ “{?

“ÁÊ, LN˛ EÁƒ≈ÆN˛ ßy Ã™åÏtzu∆oy “Áz ÃN˛oÁ “{@

uN˛ãoÏ ƒ“ GÃ úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Á EÁTz GúÆÁzT å“Î

N˛∫ ÃN˛oÁ@

MÆÁ Ã™åÏtz∆å úÁ}u¬Ãy ™ı ú“¬z Ãz uN˛L

TL åÁ™ÁÊN˛å N˛Áz uN˛Ãy øú ™ı üßÁuƒo

N˛∫oÁ “{?

Ã™åÏtz∆å “Ázåz ú∫ úÓƒ| åÁ™ÁÊN˛å Àƒo: uå∫Ào

“Áz \ÁoÁ “{@ EoLƒ úÁ}u¬Ãy ™ı §yu™o √ÆuO˛ N˛y

™wnÆÏ “Ázåz ú∫ åÁu™oy N˛Áz M¬z™ ¬zåz N˛Á N˛ÁzF|

EuáN˛Á∫ å“Î ∫“oÁ@ EuúoÏ Æut úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Á

LN˛ §Á∫ Ã™åÏtz∆å

uå…úÁuto N˛∫ tzåz

§Át Ã™åÏtz∆N˛ GÃz

uå∫Ào EsƒÁ GÃ ™ı

N˛ÁzF| úu∫ƒo|å å“Î

N˛∫ ÃN˛oÁ@ “ÁÊ,

Ã™åÏtzu∆oy GÃ

úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Áz ™Ó¬

Ã™åÏtz∆N˛ Nz̨  úq ™ı

úÏå: Ã™åÏtzu∆o N˛∫

ÃN˛oÁ “{@

Ã™åÏtz∆å §y™Á N˛©úåy Ãz Jm ¬zåz Nz̨  u¬L

GÃy Nz̨  úq uN˛ÆÁ TÆÁ “Áz oÁz úÓƒ| åÁ™ÁÊN˛å

uå∫Ào å“Î “ÁzoÁ@ LzÃz ™Á™¬Ázz ™ı Jm LƒÊ £ÆÁ\

N˛Ábåz Nz̨  §Át §ÁN˛y tÁƒÁ ∫Áu∆ üÁõo N˛∫åz N˛Á

EuáN˛Á∫ åÁu™oy N˛Áz “ÁzoÁ “{@

<Ã™åÏtzu∆oy> N˛y ™wnÆÏ “Áz \Áåz ú∫ MÆÁ “ÁzTÁ?

úÁ}u¬Ãy Nz̨  EãoT|o M¬z™ tzÆ “Ázåz ú∫, Æut

Ã™åÏtzu∆oy \yuƒo å “Áz oÁz M¬z™ GÃNz˛

(Ã™åÏtzu∆oy Nz˛) N˛ÁåÓåy G�∫ÁuáN˛Áu∫ÆÁı N˛Áz

u™¬oÁ “{@

MÆÁ §y™Á ∫Áu∆ Nz̨  LN˛ EÊ∆ N˛Á Ã™åÏtz∆å

uN˛ÆÁ \Á ÃN˛oÁ “{?

å“Î, N˛ÁåÓå N˛y twu…b ™ı LzÃÁ Ã™åÏtz∆å EÃÊTo

“{ u\Ã™z §y™Á ∫Áu∆ N˛Á NĮ̈ Z ßÁT N˛Á Gu®uQo

uN˛ÆÁ TÆÁ “Áz@ u¢˛∫ ßy Æut uN˛Ãy N˛Áz Eúåy

úÁ}u¬Ãy Nz̨  NĮ̈ Z ßÁT N˛Á “y Ã™åÏtz∆å N˛∫åÁ “Áz

oÁz GÃz \Áu“Æz uN˛ ƒ“ Eúåy úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Áz

EÁƒ≈ÆN˛oÁ EåÏÃÁ∫ tÁz ßÁTÁı ™ı §Á}bN˛∫ GÃN˛y

tÁz úÁ}u¬ÃyÆÁ \Á∫y N˛∫Á ¬z osÁ Gå™z Ãz LN˛

úÁ}u¬Ãy N˛Áz Ã™åÏtzu∆o N˛∫z@

FÃ Ã©úÓm| ¬zQ N˛Á ÃÁ∫onƒ FÃ o·Æ ™ı uåu“o

“{ uN˛ √ÆuO˛, u\Ãåz Eúåy EÃÁ™uÆN˛ ™wnÆÏ N˛y

t∆Á ™ı uüÆ\åÁı N˛y EÁus|N˛ ÃÏ∫qÁ Nz̨  u¬L

úÁ}u¬Ãy ¬y “Áz, Ã™Æ ∫“oz LzÃz N˛t™ GeÁ ¬z

u\ÃÃz EÁƒ≈ÆN˛oÁ ú‰gåz ú∫ M¬z™ N˛Á ßÏToÁå

∆yV¿ LƒÊ E‰gYå ∫u“o “ÁzåÁ ÃÏuåu≥Áo “Áz \ÁÆz@

EÁ{∫ FÃNz̨  u¬L Gú¬£á uƒN˛¡úÁı - åÁ™ÁÊN˛å

EsƒÁ Ã™åÏtz∆å - ™ı Ãz N˛ÁzF| ™ÁÜÆ™ YÏåoz

Ã™Æ FÃ N˛Á “∫ ú“¬Ó Àú…b “Áz@ §y™Á uåÆÁ™N˛

(EÁF|. EÁ∫. gy. L.) åz ßy åÁ™ÁÊN˛å LƒÊ

Ã™åÏtz∆å Nz̨  ™“nƒ N˛Áz G\ÁT∫ uN˛ÆÁ “{@ <<EÁF|.

EÁ∫. gy. L. (§y™Á EußN˛oÁ| ¬ÁÆÃzÃyN˛∫m)

uƒuåÆ™, 2000>> Nz̨  uƒuåÆ™ 8(i)(k) ™ı üuoúÁuto

EußN˛oÁ|EÁzÊ Nz̨  u¬L <EÁYÁ∫ ÃÊu“oÁ> ™ı Æz N˛“Á

TÆÁ “{ uN˛ \yƒå §y™Á Lz\zãb <<úÁ}u¬Ãy áÁ∫N˛

N˛Áz åÁ™ÁÊN˛å EsƒÁ Ã™åÏtz∆å uå…úÁuto N˛∫åz

Nz̨  u¬L Ã™^ÁÆzTÁ.......>>@

ÃÊßÁ∫ - EÁ∫ Lå EÁF| LÃ
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√Æƒ“Á∫

§y™Á ™ı uN˛oåÁ EåÏuYo √Æƒ“Á∫?

ü™Ázt NĮ̈ ™Á∫ ƒ™Á| N˛Á ™o “{ uN˛ T¿Á“N˛ N˛y ÃãoÏu…b LƒÊ QÏ∆y “y uN˛Ãy ßy §y™Á N˛©úåy N˛y Ã¢˛¬oÁ N˛Á
üs™ LƒÊ Euão™ GÒz≈Æ “ÁzoÁ “{@

úmå ™ı E§ oN˛ \Áz ßy úu∫ƒo|å

LƒÊ uƒN˛ÁÃ “ÏL “¯ Gå Ãßy Nz̨  úyZz

T¿Á“N˛ N˛y ÃãoÏu…b osÁ T¿Á“N˛ N˛Áz ÀsÁÆy øú Ãz

EúåÁ §åÁÆz ∫QåÁ, ÃÁs “y ÃÁs Ã™Á\ N˛Á

uƒ N˛¡ÆÁm ßy N˛∫åÁ “{@ T¿Á“N˛ N˛y ÃãoÏu…b LƒÊ

QÏ∆y “y uN˛Ãy ßy §y™Á N˛©úåy N˛y Ã¢˛¬oÁ N˛Á

üs™ LƒÊ Euão™ GÒz≈Æ “ÁzoÁ “{@ ßÁ∫o N˛Á

§y™Á G˘ÁzT, §y™Á uƒuåÆÁ™N˛ LƒÊ uƒN˛ÁÃ

üÁuáN˛∫m N˛y ÀsÁúåÁ Nz̨  §Át, EåzN˛ úu∫ƒo|åÁı

N˛Áz “Ázoz “L tzQ ∫“Á “{ Ãßy N˛©úuåÆÁÂ Eúåz

§y™Á §Á\Á∫ Nz̨  uƒÀoÁ∫ ™ı ¬Ty “ÏF| “¯@ FÃNz̨

u¬L ƒz o∫“-o∫“ N˛y ∫måyuoÆÁı N˛Áz ßy EúåÁ

∫“y “¯ uN˛ãoÏ FÃ ÃzƒÁ qzfi ™ı Nz̨ ƒ¬ ƒ“y §y™Á

N˛©úuåÆÁÂ “y Eúåz T¿Á“N˛Áı N˛Áz ÃãoÏ…b ∫Q ÃN˛oy

“¯, \Áz T¿Á“N˛Áı Ãz úÁ∫t∆y| LƒÊ GuYo √Æƒ“Á∫

N˛∫oy “Áz, u\ÃÃz T¿Á“N˛Áı N˛Áz ¬Tz N˛y §y™ÁN˛oÁ|

GåNz̨  u“o Nz̨  u¬L N˛ÁÆ| N˛∫oÁ “{@ Æz §Áo ÃY

“{ uN˛ u\oåÁ uƒN˛ÁÃ ßÁ∫oyÆ §y™Á G˘ÁzT N˛Á

üÁuáN˛∫m N˛y ÀsÁúåÁ Nz̨  §Át “ÏEÁ GoåÁ ú“¬z

N˛ßy å“Î “ÏEÁ@ u\Ã o∫“ NĮ̈ ¬ üuo∆o §yu™o

¬ÁzTÁı N˛y ÃÊPÆÁ §‰j ∫“y “{ GÃy EåÏúÁo ™ı §y™Á

qzfi ™ı T¿Á“N˛ EÃãoÏu…b ßy §‰j ∫“y “{@ FåNz̨

úyZz ™ÏPÆ N˛Á∫m T¿Á“N˛Áı Ãz GuYo √Æƒ“Á∫ å

N˛∫åÁ “{ u\ÃN˛Á u∆N˛Á∫ GúßÁzO˛Á (§y™Áúfi-

áÁ∫N˛) §y™Á Nz̨  Ãßy qzfiÁı ™ı “Áz ∫“Á “{@

∆Ázá EÜÆÆå Nz̨  tÁ{∫Áå NĮ̈ Z §y™Á GúßÁzO˛ÁEÁzÊ

Nz̨  ÃÁqÁnN˛Á∫ Ãz üÁõo EåÏßƒ N˛Áz FÃ ¬zQ ™ı

üÀoÏo uN˛ÆÁ “{ \Áz FÃ üN˛Á∫ “{@ §y™Á

<ú∫™ΩÃtßÁƒåÁ> Nz̨  uÃÚÁão ú∫ Y¬oÁ “{ u\ÃÃz

§y™ÁN˛oÁ| EÁ{∫ §yu™o N˛Áz LN˛ tÓÃ∫z Ãz Gå Ãßy

§oÁı N˛Áz Àú…b øú Ãz LN˛ tÓÃ∫z Nz̨  ÃÁ™åz ∫QåÁ

“ÁzoÁ “{ uN˛ãoÏ Æ“ §yu™o Nz̨  u¬L EuáN˛ \ø∫y

“{ u\ÃÃz ƒ“ §y™Á \ÁzuQ™ Ã©§ãáy onƒÁı N˛Áz

§y™ÁN˛oÁ| Ãz å ZÏúÁÆz EÁ{∫ Àú…b N˛∫ı, §y™ÁN˛oÁ|

N˛Á Æ“ ßy N˛o|√Æ “ÁzoÁ “{ uN˛ ƒ“ ßy §y™Á

úÁu¬Ãy Ãz Ã©§ãáy Ãßy onƒ \{Ãz - §y™Á

\ÁzuQ™ N˛ƒ∫, \ÁzuQ™ u§ãtÏ, üyu™Æ™, ∫ÁFg∫,

¢˛lgÁı ™ı úu∫ƒo|å N˛Á uƒN˛¡ú, Ã™uú|o ™Ó¡Æ N˛y

t∫, §ÁzåÃ üÁuõo, tÁƒz üÁõo “zoÏ uƒuá, osÁ

§y™Áúfi Ã©§ãáy EãÆ EÁƒ≈ÆN˛ o·Æ Àúlb

N˛∫z, uN˛ãoÏ √Æƒ“Á∫ ™ı tzQÁ TÆÁ “{ uN˛ §y™Áúfi

uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| N˛y Æ“ ™ÁåuÃN˛oÁ “{ uN˛ ∆ÁÆt “y

N˛ÁzF| √ÆuO˛ úÁu¬Ãy Ã©§ãáy uåÆ™ LƒÊ ∆oÁż N˛Áz

Ã™^oÁ “{@ Æut Gã“ı Ãßy ∆oż LƒÊ uåÆ™ Àú…b

øú Ãz ÃY-ÃY §oÁ utÆz \ÁL oÁz Ã©ßÁuƒo

T¿Á“N˛ §y™Áúfi å“Î ¬zTÁ@ FÃu¬L úÁu¬Ãy

uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| úÁu¬Ãy Nz̨  uƒÆ™ LƒÊ ∆oÁż N˛Áz oÁz‰g

N˛∫ Eúåz u“ÃÁƒ, T¿Á“N˛ N˛Áz EÁN˛u |o ¬Tåz

ƒÁ¬z uåÆ™ LƒÊ ∆oz| §oÁoz “¯ \Áz T¿Á“N˛Áı Nz̨  üuo

EåÏuYo “{@ EuáN˛ÁÊ∆o: tzQÁ TÆÁ “{ uN˛ §y™Áúfi

uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| Eúåz ¬flÆ LƒÊ FåÁ™ N˛y üÁuõo Nz̨

u¬L EãÆ tÓÃ∫z uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ|EÁzÊ Ãz EÁTz uåN˛¬åz

Nz̨  u¬L T¿Á“N˛Áı N˛Áz Eúåy GåN˛y EÁƒ≈ÆN˛oÁ

N˛y §y™ÁúÁu¬Ãy å tzN˛∫ Eúåz ™å Ãz GÃy

úÁu¬Ãy N˛Áz §zYoz “¯ u\Ãz ƒ“ §zYåÁ YÁ“oz “¯@

N˛ßy-N˛ßy oÁz §y™Áúfi uƒN¿˛Æúfi uƒN¿˛ÆN˛oÁ|

§y™Áúfi N˛y N˛™y∆å ∫Áu∆ å ¬zåz N˛y ∆o| ú∫

TÁ¿“N˛Áı Ãz úÁu¬Ãy üÁõo N˛∫oz “¯@ NĮ̈ Z uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ|

Eúåz ¬flÆÁı N˛y üÁuõo Nz̨  u¬L Eúåz T¿Á“N˛Áı Ãz

§Áo N˛∫Nz̨  “y GåNz̨  åÁ™ Ãz úÁu¬Ãy uåTu™o

Æz §Áo ÃY “{ uN˛

u\oåÁ uƒN˛ÁÃ

ßÁ∫oyÆ §y™Á G˘ÁzT

N˛Á üÁuáN˛∫m N˛y

ÀsÁúåÁ Nz̨  §Át “ÏEÁ

GoåÁ ú“¬z N˛ßy

å“Î “ÏEÁ@ u\Ã o∫“

NĮ̈ ¬ üuo∆o §yu™o

¬ÁzTÁı N˛y ÃÊPÆÁ §‰j

∫“y “{ GÃy EåÏúÁo

™ı §y™Á qzfi ™ı

T¿Á“N˛ EÃãoÏu…b ßy

§‰j ∫“y “{@
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√Æƒ“Á∫

N˛∫Á tzoz “¯ EÁ{∫ N˛“oz “¯ uN˛ FÃ úÁu¬Ãy N˛Á

ú{ÃÁ ™ı ÀƒÆÊ (uƒN¿˛ÆN˛oÁ|) \™Á N˛∫ ∫“Á “ÓÂ

EÁúNz̨  úÁÃ \§ üyu™Æ™ “ÁzTÁ oÁz ƒÁúÃ N˛∫

tyu\LTÁ@ NĮ̈ Z §y™Áúfi uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| Eúåz ¬flÆ

N˛y üÁuõo Nz̨  Y≤˛∫ ™ı T¿Á“N˛Áı Ãz oÁz LN˛ úÁu¬Ãy

N˛Á üyu™Æ™ ¬zoz “¯ EÁ{∫ tÁz ¢˛Á™| ú∫ “ÀoÁq∫

N˛∫ÁN˛∫, NĮ̈ Z “z∫-¢z̨ ∫ N˛∫Nz̨  GåN˛Áz tÁz ZÁzby-

ZÁzby úÁu¬ÃyÆÁÊ uåTu™o N˛∫Á tzoz “¯ LzÃÁ N˛∫Nz̨

ƒz G¡bÁ Gå T¿Á“N˛Áı ú∫ Lz“ÃÁå N˛y ßy ¬Át tzoz

“¯ uN˛ LN˛ “y üyu™Æ™ ™ı Gã“ı tÁz“∫y ÃÏ∫qÁ

ütÁå N˛y \Á ∫“y “{@ Æz VbåÁ EuáN˛o∫ Gå

úÁu¬Ãy áÁ∫N˛Áı Nz̨  ÃÁs “ÏEÁ “{ \Áz N˛™ ú‰jz

u¬Qz ÆÁ Eåú‰j “¯@

ƒo|™Áå ™ı LN˛ åF| ∫yuo §y™Á §Á\Á∫ ™ı tzQåz

N˛Áz u™¬ ∫“y “{@ Ãßy §y™Á N˛©úuåÆÁÂ Nz̨ ƒ¬

Gã“Î Nz̨  úÁÃ úÁu¬Ãy uƒN¿̨ Æ “zoÏ \Áoy “{ \Áz

Ã©úëÁ “¯@ ™˘™ úu∫ƒÁ∫ LƒÊ N˛™ EÁÆ ƒÁ¬z

úu∫ƒÁ∫Áı N˛Áz §y™Áúfi Nz̨  üyu™Æ™ ßÏToÁå N˛∫åz

™ı EÃ™s| Ã™^oz “¯ \§uN˛ Få™ı §Yo N˛∫åz

N˛y EXZy EÁto N˛Áz tzQy TÆy “{ FÃ GúzqÁ Nz̨

Ã§Ãz EuáN˛Á∫ u∆N˛Á∫ T¿Á™ym qzfiÁı ™ı ∫“åz

ƒÁ¬z “Ázoz Y¬z EÁ ∫“z “¯@

LN˛ úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛ åz §oÁÆÁ uN˛ §y™Áúfi

uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| åz Gã“ı Æ“ N˛“N˛∫ úÁu¬Ãy §zYÁ uN˛

FÃ úÁu¬Ãy Nz̨  üyu™Æ™ N˛Á ßÏToÁå EÁúN˛Áz

LN˛ §Á∫ N˛∫åÁ “{@ GÃ Ã™Æ §y™ÁúfiáÁ∫N˛ åz

GÃ úÁu¬Ãy Nz̨  üyu™Æ™ N˛Á ßÏToÁå N˛∫ utÆÁ

uN˛ãoÏ NĮ̈ Z Ã™Æ §Át ™Ï̂ z u¢˛∫ Ãz úÁu¬Ãy Nz̨

üyu™Æ™ Nz̨  ßÏToÁå N˛∫åz “zoÏ N˛“Á TÆÁ EÁ{∫

N˛“Á TÆÁ uN˛ EÁúåz uåÆu™o üyu™Æ™ ƒÁ¬y

úÁu¬Ãy ¬z ∫Qy “{, uN˛ãoÏ úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛ åz

uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| N˛Áz N˛“Á sÁ uN˛ ™z∫y EÁÆ N˛™ “{

EÁ{∫ §Á∫-§Á∫ üyu™Æ™ å“Î tz ÃN˛oÁ ™¯åz NĮ̈ Z

\™Á uN˛Æz “ÏL áå N˛Áz uÃÊT¬ üyu™Æ™ ™ı ¬TÁåz

Nz̨  u¬L N˛“Á sÁ@ FÃ VbåÁ Ãz ¬Áß uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ|

N˛Áz Eúåz N˛™y∆å Nz̨  øú ™ı “Áz TÆy uN˛ãoÏ “Áuå

úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛ N˛Áz “ÏEÁ@ GÃN˛y úÁu¬Ãy Qulgo

“Áz TÆy EÁ{∫ GÃN˛Á uƒæÁÁÃ §y™Á N˛∫åz ƒÁ¬z

LƒÊ §y™Á N˛©úåy tÁzåÁı Ãz Y¬Á TÆÁ@ \§

§y™ÁáÁ∫N˛ Ãz úÓZÁ TÆÁ uN˛ EÁúN˛Áz FÃN˛y

u∆N˛ÁÆo N˛∫åy YÁu“L ƒÁz \ƒÁ§ u™¬Á, uN˛

N˛Ázu∆∆ uN˛ÆÁ ƒÁz ¬zuN˛å FÃN˛Á N˛ÁzF| ¬Áß å“Î

u™¬Á u∆N˛ÁÆo N˛y üuN¿̨ ÆÁ Foåy ¬©§y “Ázoy “{

uN˛ N˛Á{å EúåÁ ÃÁ™ÁãÆ N˛Á™ ZÁz‰gN˛∫ FÃNz˛

úyZz tÁ{‰gz@

NĮ̈ Z úÁu¬Ãy uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| oÁz 10 ÆÁ 15 ƒ Áż

ƒÁ¬y úÁu¬Ãy N˛Áz GúßÁzO˛Á Ãz Æ“ N˛“N˛∫ §zYoz

“¯ uN˛ EÁú Nz̨ ƒ¬ oyå ƒ | oN˛ uåÆu™o üyu™Æ™

N˛Á ßÏToÁå N˛∫Nz̨  EÁú Eúåz uåÆu™o \ÁzuQ™

N˛ƒ∫ N˛Á ¬Áß GeÁ ÃN˛oz “¯ - osÁ úÁÂY ƒ |

§Át GÃ úÁu¬Ãy N˛y §yu™o ∫Áu∆ uåN˛Á¬ ÃN˛oz

“¯ Æut EÁúN˛y FXZÁ EÁTz §y™Áúfi Y¬Áåz N˛y å

“Áz, oÁz EÁú FÃ ∫ÁÀoz (uƒN˛¡ú) N˛Áz EúåÁ

ÃN˛oz “¯ uN˛ãoÏ §y™Áúfi-uƒN¿˛ÆN˛oÁ|, §y™Áúfi

áÁ∫N˛ Ãz Æ“ å“Î §oÁoz N˛y úÁÂY ƒ | §Át \§

EÁú úÁu¬Ãy N˛Á ú{ÃÁ ƒÁúÃ ¬ıTz oÁz Nz˛ƒ¬

Ã™uú|o  ™Ó¡Æ “y u™¬zTÁ å N˛y §yu™o ∫Áu∆@ F∫

üN˛Á∫ uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| 10 ÆÁ 15 ƒ |  N˛y §y™Á

úÁu¬Ãy N˛Áz GÃz úÁÂY ƒ | oN˛ “y Y¬Áåz Nz̨  u¬L

üzu∫o N˛∫oz “¯ \Áz §yu™o LƒÊ N˛©úåy tÁzåÁı Nz̨

u¬L u“oN˛∫ å“Î “{@

§y™Áúfi Nz̨  uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| Eúåz Ã©ßÁuƒo T¿Á“N˛

N˛Áz §N˛∫Á ÆÁ ™ÏTÁ| Ã™^oz “¯ GÃz EúåÁ u∆N˛Á∫

§åÁåz Nz̨  u¬L N˛F| o∫yN˛Á EúåÁoz “¯ - \§uN˛

§y™Áúfi N˛Á uƒN¿̨ Æ N˛∫åÁ LN˛ ÃÁ™Áu\N˛ N˛ÁÆ|

“{ u\Ã™ı §y™ÁN˛oÁ| tÓÃ∫z Nz̨  ß¬z “zoÏ EsÁ|o

T¿Á“N˛ N˛y ÃÏ∫qÁ ƒ EÁN˛uÀ™N˛ EÁus|N˛ “Áuå Ãz

ÃÏ∫qÁ “zoÏ N˛ÁÆ| N˛∫oÁ “{ u\ÃNz˛ ™ÁÜÆ™ Ãz

Eúåy ßy \yuƒN˛Á Y¬ÁoÁ “{@ ƒo|™Áå ™ı úÁu¬Ãy

uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| FÃ ™ÁåuÃN˛oÁ Ãz N˛ÁÆ| å“Î N˛∫oz,

§u¡N˛ FÃ ™ÁåuÃN˛oÁ Ãz N˛ÁÆ| N˛∫oz “¯ uN˛ §y™Á

™ı EÁú T¿Á“N˛ N˛Áz u\oåÁ §zƒNÓ˛¢˛ §åÁÆıTz,

GoåÁ Ã¢˛¬ “ÁıTz@ NĮ̈ Z uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ|EÁzÊ N˛Á oÁz

Æ“ ßy N˛“åÁ “{ uN˛ §y™Á Nz̨  N˛ÁÆ| ™ı Æut < Ó̂e>

å §Áz¬Á \ÁL oÁz EÁú uƒN¿̨ Æ N˛∫ “y å“Î ÃN˛oz,

(\Áz uN˛ u§¡NĮ̈ ¬ T¬o “{) \§uN˛ NĮ̈ Z §y™ÁN˛oÁ|

Eúåy F™ÁåtÁ∫y Nz˛ ÃÁs N˛ÁÆ| N˛∫oz “ÏL

Eúåy LN˛ ÃÁQ LƒÊ Zuƒ N˛Áz FÃ qzfi ™ı §åÁÆz

“ÏL “¯@

Få Ãßy Nz˛ ÃÁs §y™Á qzfi Ã§Ãz EuáN˛

üßÁuƒo Eúåy §y™Á Ã©§uãáo ÃzƒÁEÁzÊ Nz̨  N˛Á∫m

“ÁzoÁ “{@ §y™Áúfi uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ|, úÁu¬Ãy uƒN¿̨ Æ

N˛∫åz Ãz úÓƒ| T¿Á“N˛ Nz̨  ÃÁ™åz oÁz §‰gz-§‰gz ƒÁÆtz

N˛∫oz “¯ uN˛ãoÏ Gå™ı Ãz NĮ̈ Z “y ú∫ Q∫z Go∫oz

“¯@ Ã§Ãz EuáN˛ Ã™ÀÆÁ §y™Á üyu™Æ™ \™Á

N˛∫åz LƒÊ ∫Ãyt üÁõo N˛∫åz, úu∫úÅ˛oÁ ú∫ osÁ

§y™Áúfi Nz̨

uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| Eúåz

Ã©ßÁuƒo T¿Á“N˛ N˛Áz

§N˛∫Á ÆÁ ™ÏTÁ|

Ã™^oz “̄ GÃz EúåÁ

u∆N˛Á∫ §åÁåz Nz̨

u¬L N˛F| o∫yN˛Á

EúåÁoz “̄

• 
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√Æƒ“Á∫

¬zQN˛ ∆Ázá ZÁfi, ƒÁum[Æ ÃÊN˛ÁÆ, N˛Á∆y
u“ãtÓ uƒæÁuƒ˘Á¬Æ, ƒÁ∫ÁmÃy, G.ü@

tÁƒz N˛y quoúÓuo| N˛y ∫Áu∆ N˛Á Ã“y Ã™Æ ú∫

ßÏToÁå üÁõo “Ázåz N˛y “{@ úÁu¬Ãy uƒN¿̨ Æ Nz̨  §Át

uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| Eúåz N˛o|√ÆÁı N˛Áz ßÓ¬ \Áoz “¯ uN˛

Gã“ı Ã™Æ-Ã™Æ ú∫ üyu™Æ™ N˛y ∫Áu∆ Nz̨  §Á∫z

™ı úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛ N˛Áz ÃÓuYo N˛∫åÁ LƒÊ üyu™Æ™

\™Á ßy N˛∫åÁ “{@ üyu™Æ™ N˛y ∫Áu∆ \™Á N˛∫åz

Ã©§ãáy Ã§Ãz §‰gy Ã™ÀÆÁ õÁÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛ Nz˛

Ã©™ÏQ “Ázoy “{, N˛ßy-N˛ßy uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| útÁzëÁuo

Nz̨  N˛Á∫m ßy úÁu¬Ãy \™Á N˛∫åz Nz̨  N˛ÁÆ| N˛Áz

EúåÁ Eú™Áå Ã™^oz “¯, NĮ̈ Z uƒN¿̨ ÆN˛oÁ| oÁz

úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛ N˛Áz üyu™Æ™ ∫N˛™ N˛Áz Eúåz úÁÃ

“y ∫Qz ∫“oz “¯ ÆÁ Eúåz “y √ÆuO˛To N˛ÁÆÁż ™ı

¬TÁ tzoz “¯ u\ÃNz̨  N˛Á∫m áÁ∫N˛ N˛y üyu™Æ™

Ã™Æ Ãz \™Á å“Î “Áz úÁoy, Fã“Î Ã§ N˛Á∫mÁı Ãz

úÁu¬Ãy ßy Qulgo “Ázåz N˛y Ã©ßÁƒåÁÆı §åy

∫“oy “{@

üÁuáN˛∫m ̊ Á∫Á úu∫úÅ˛oÁ N˛y uous Ãz EÁƒ≈ÆN˛

üúfi \™Á N˛∫åz Nz̨  30 utåÁı Nz̨  Eãt∫ ßÏToÁå

N˛∫åÁ EuåƒÁÆ| “{ uN˛ãoÏ LzÃÁ tzQåz N˛Áz å“Î

u™¬oÁ osÁ úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛ N˛Áz ßy FÃN˛y \ÁåN˛Á∫y

å“Î “Ázoy “{@ LN˛ ™u“¬Á úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛ Ãz rÁo

“ÏEÁ uN˛ GåN˛y úÁu¬Ãy úu∫úÅ˛oÁ “Ázåz Nz̨  oyå-

™Á“ §Át üÁõo “ÏEÁ@ úu∫úÅ˛oÁ uous N˛Áz ÜÆÁå

™ı ∫Qoz “ÏL Gã“Áıåz (™u“¬Á úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛) Eúåz

V∫ Nz̨  uå™Á|m N˛Á N˛ÁÆ| EÁ∫©ß uN˛ÆÁ uN˛ãoÏ tz∫y

Ãz §y™Á ∫Áu∆ üÁõo “Ázåz Nz̨  N˛Á∫m Gã“ı EãÆ Ãz

Jm ¬zåÁ ú‰gÁ@ FÃNz̨  u¬L Gã“Áıåz Eúåz EußN˛oÁ|

Ãz N˛F| §Á∫ N˛“Á uN˛ãoÏ EußN˛oÁ| åz N˛“Á ™¯åz

Eúåy EÁz∫ Ãz Ãßy N˛ÁÆ| N˛∫ utÆÁ “{ §y™Á

N˛©úåy Ãz ßÏToÁå ™ı tz∫y “Áz ∫“y “{@ uƒ¬©§

uN˛Ãy Nz̨  ßy N˛Á∫m Ãz “Áz uN˛ãoÏ úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛

úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛Áı N˛Á

úÓ∫Á ÜÆÁå ∫QÁ \ÁoÁ

“{, tÁƒÁ, úu∫úÅ˛oÁ

N˛y ∫Áu∆ Ã™Æ Ãz

ßÏToÁå N˛y \Áoy “{

osÁ úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛Áı

N˛Áz Eãáz∫z ™ı å“Î

∫QÁ \ÁoÁ uN˛ãoÏ

ƒÁÀouƒN˛ MÆÁ “{ Æz

N˛“åz N˛y å“Î ÀƒÆÊ

Ãz úÓZåz N˛y \ø∫o

“{@

N˛Áz Ã™Æ Ãz §y™Á ∫Áu∆ üÁõo å “Áz ÃN˛y u\Ã

GÒz≈Æ Ãz §y™Á N˛∫ÁÆÁ TÆÁ sÁ@ ƒo|™Áå ™ı Ãßy

§y™Á N˛©úuåÆÁÊ tÁƒÁ N˛∫oy “¯ uN˛ ™z∫z Æ“ÁÂ Ã§Ãz

oz\ §y™Á ÃzƒÁ §y™Áúfi-áÁ∫N˛Áı N˛Áz ütÁå N˛y

\Áoy “{, úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛Áı N˛Á úÓ∫Á ÜÆÁå ∫QÁ \ÁoÁ

“{, tÁƒÁ, úu∫úÅ˛oÁ N˛y ∫Áu∆ Ã™Æ Ãz ßÏToÁå

N˛y \Áoy “{ osÁ úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛Áı N˛Áz Eãáz∫z ™ı

å“Î ∫QÁ \ÁoÁ uN˛ãoÏ ƒÁÀouƒN˛ MÆÁ “{ Æz N˛“åz

N˛y å“Î ÀƒÆÊ Ãz úÓZåz N˛y \ø∫o “{@ å uN˛ ÃÁo

utåÁı ÆÁ úÁÂY utåÁı ™ı tÁƒz ÆÁ úu∫úÅ˛oÁ N˛Á

ßÏToÁå N˛∫Nz̨  Ã™ÁYÁ∫ úfiÁı ™ı Eúåy §‰gÁF| N˛∫z

ƒ Q§∫ §åÁN˛∫ EúåÁ üYÁ∫-üÃÁ∫ N˛∫z, Æz eyN˛

“{ EÁ{∫ LzÃÁ N˛∫åÁ ßy YÁu“L ÃÁs “y ÃÁs Æz ßy

\ÁååÁ YÁu“L uN˛ N˛Á{å ÃÁ úÁu¬ÃyáÁ∫N˛ N˛©úåy

Ãz EÃãoÏ…b “{, Ã§Ãz [ÆÁtÁ uƒ¬©§ Ãz tÁƒz LƒÊ

úu∫úÅ˛oÁ N˛Á ßÏToÁå MÆÁı “ÏEÁ EÁ{∫ FÃ Ã™ÀÆÁ

N˛Áz onN˛Á¬ “¬ N˛∫åÁ YÁu“L@ §y™Á N˛Á √ÆƒÃÁÆ

GuYo √Æƒ“Á∫ ú∫ uåß|∫ √ÆƒÃÁÆ “{ EÁ{∫ FÃz

GuYo √Æƒ“Á∫ ˚Á∫Á “y §‰jÁÆÁ \Á ÃN˛oÁ “{@
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uƒN¿˛Æ

Ãy ßy uƒ Æ N˛Á EÜÆÆå N˛∫åz “zoÏ

\ª∫y “{ uN˛ GÃN˛y ƒm|™Á¬Á N˛Á rÁå

“™ı “Áz@ ƒm|™Á¬Á N˛Áz Ã™ ẑ u§åÁ ÆÁ GÃN˛Á

EÜÆÆå uN˛L §T{∫ uN˛Ãy ßy uƒ Æ Nz̨  EÜÆÆå

™ı uåúÏmoÁ å“Î EÁ ÃN˛oy@

\yƒå §y™Á Nz̨  uƒN¿̨ Æ “zoÏ ßy GÃN˛y ƒm|™Á¬Á

N˛Á rÁå “ÁzåÁ \ª∫y “{ \Áz uN˛ §Á\Á∫ ™ı \yƒå

§y™Á Nz̨  uƒN¿̨ Æ N˛Áz Ã¢˛¬oÁ ütÁå N˛∫ ÃN˛oy

“{@ Æ“Á} \yƒå §y™Á N˛Áz ÃÊtuß|o N˛∫oz “ÏL

EußN˛oÁ|EÁı Nz̨  u¬L A Ãz Z oN˛ N˛y ƒm|™Á¬Á

ty \Á ∫“y “{:-

A - (LüyuÃLb) T¿Á“N˛Áı Nz̨  ü≈åÁı N˛Áz §‰jÁƒÁ

tzåÁ, Y}ÓuN˛ ƒz §‰jÁƒÁ tzåÁ, Y}ÓuN˛ ƒz §ÁoYyo

N˛Áz uƒN¿˛Æ N˛y EÁz∫ ¬z \Áoz “¯ å uN˛

bÁ¬oz “¯@

B - (u§¡g) T¿Á“N˛Áı Nz˛ ÃÁs LN˛ ÃÏtw‰j LƒÊ

ÃÏ√ÆƒuÀso Zuƒ o{ÆÁ∫ N˛∫åÁ@

C - (N˛Á}T¿zXÆÏ¬z∆å) T¿Á“N˛Áı N˛Áz üÀoÁƒ üúfi

ú∫ “ÀoÁq∫ N˛∫åz ú∫ §áÁF| tzåÁ@

D - (g~zÃ) §y™Á Ã™^Áåz “zoÏ \§ ßy T¿Á“N˛ Nz̨

u™¬åz \ÁL} oÁz EÁúN˛Á ú“åÁƒÁ √ÆƒuÀso

“ÁzåÁ YÁu“L@

E - (LMÀb~Á) Euou∫Mo ÀƒÁÀ·Æ u“o¬Áß LƒÊ

EãÆ EåÏúÓ∫N˛ uƒN¿̨ Æ “zoÏ N˛Á™TÁ∫ ÃÁu§o

“Ázoz “¯ EsÁ|o uƒN¿̨ Æ üuN¿̨ ÆÁ N˛Áz Ã™^Áoz

Ã™Æ FÃN˛Á üÆÁzT N˛∫åÁ GuYo “{@

F - (¢˛Áz∫TÁzb) EúƒÁtÁı N˛Áz ßÓ¬N˛∫ 10 FÊN˛Á∫Áı

™ı Ãz 1 “Á} N˛Áz [ÆÁtÁ ¢˛ÁÆtz™Êt ™ÁååÁ

YÁu“L@

G - (T¿yubÊT) Eúåz T¿Á“N˛ÁzÊ N˛Áz nÆÁ{“Á∫Áı EÁ{∫

uƒ∆z  uousÆÁı ú∫ §áÁF| úfi tzN˛∫ Gã“ı

Ã©™Áå tzåÁ YÁu“L@

uN˛ H - (“zÃ¬) EÁúNz̨  T¿Á“N˛ N˛Á ™zugN˛¬ ú∫yqm

“Ázoz Ã™Æ N˛ÁzF| utMN˛o ÆÁ E‰gYå å EÁL,

FÃN˛y u\©™ztÁ∫y EußN˛oÁ| N˛y “Ázoy “{@

I - (FåN˛™ b{MÃ) EÁÆN˛∫ Nz̨  Ã™Ào uƒƒ∫mÁı

À¬z§ N˛y \ÁåN˛Á∫y EußN˛oÁ| N˛Áz “Ázåy YÁu“L

EÁ{∫ úÁ}u¬Ãy §zYoz Ã™Æ FåN˛Á GúÆÁzT

§‰gy ÃÁƒáÁåy Ãz N˛∫åÁ YÁu“L@

J - (\Á∫Tå) uƒu∆…b ∆£tÁƒ¬y N˛Áz bÁ¬åz Nz̨

üÆÁÃ N˛∫åz YÁu“L@

K - (åÁ}¬z\) EÁúN˛Áz §y™Á uƒN¿̨ Æ N˛Á ÃÊúÓm|

rÁå “ÁzåÁ YÁu“L EsÁ|o EÁú ßy úÓ∫y o∫“

Ãz §Á\Á∫ rÁå LƒÊ uƒ Æ rÁå Ãz úu∫úMƒ

“Ázåz YÁu“L@

L - (u¬Ãå) Æut EÁú LN˛ Ã¢˛¬ §y™Á

EußN˛oÁ| §ååÁ YÁ“oz “¯ oÁz EÁú ™ı á{Æ|

Ãz ÃÏååz N˛y N˛¬Á “Ázåy YÁu“L@

M - (™Áz∫ N˛Á¡Ã) [ÆÁtÁ Ãz [ÆÁtÁ N˛Á}¡Ã uƒN¿̨ Æ

N˛Áz §‰jÁåz Nz̨  u¬L EÁƒ≈ÆN˛ “¯@

N - ('åÁ' ÆÁ 'å“Î') ∆£t N˛Áz Ã¢˛¬oÁ N˛y Ãy‰jy

Nz̨  ªú ™ı ¬zåÁ YÁu“L@

O - (EÁzƒ∫ Ãzu¬ÊT) Nz̨ ƒ¬ NĮ̈ Z “y T¿Á“N˛Áı N˛Áz

§Á∫§Á∫ GnúÁt å“Î §zYåz YÁu“L EãÆ

¬ÁzTÁı N˛Áz ßy jÊÓjåÁ YÁu“L@

P - (úÊMXÆÏEu¬by) Ã™Æ N˛y úÁ§Êty EÁúN˛y

uƒN¿˛Æ N˛y §ÁoYyo N˛Áz ∫ÁzN˛ ÃN˛oy “{

EsƒÁ Ã™Áõo N˛∫ ÃN˛oy “{@

Q - (Mƒ≈YãÃ) T¿Á“N˛Áı Nz˛ ü≈åÁı N˛Áz Eúåy

ÆÁzSÆoÁ LƒÊ oN|̨  ∆uMo Ãz Ã™^ÁåÁ EÁ{∫

Gã“ı ÃÊoÏ…b N˛∫åÁ EÁúN˛y u\©™ztÁ∫y “{@

R - (u∫¢˛∫ıÃ) ÃÊoÏ…b T¿Á“N˛ “y Eúåz ÃÊ§ÊuáÆÁı

ÆÁ úu∫uYoÁı N˛Áz ÃÊtuß|o N˛∫oz “{ Eo:

Eúåz T¿Á“N˛Áı Nz̨  ut¬Áı N˛Áz \yo ¬zåÁ YÁu“L@

S - (À™ÁF|¬) ™ÏÀNĮ̈ ∫Á“b EÁúN˛y uƒN¿̨ Æ üuN¿̨ ÆÁ

N˛Áz Ã¢˛¬ §åÁåz Nz˛ üuo∆o N˛Áz §‰jÁ

tzoy “{@

T - (s¯MÃ åÁzb) ∆ÏuN¿̨ ÆÁ úfi u¬QN˛∫ T¿Á“N˛Áı

N˛Áz ßz\åz Ãz T¿Á“N˛ “u |o “Ázoz “¯ ÃÁs “y

åF| úÁ}u¬Ãy “zoÏ ßy uƒYÁ∫ N˛∫oz “{̄@

U - (EÊg∫∫ÁFubÊT) EÁúNz̨  ̊ Á∫Á ty TF| \ÁåN˛Á∫y

NĘ̂ úåy N˛y \ÁzuQ™ÁÊN˛å üuN¿̨ ÆÁ N˛Áz EÁÃÁå

EÁ{∫ √ÆƒuÀso §åÁ tzoy “{@

V - (uƒ[ÆÏE¬) u¬uQo LƒÊ uYfiÁı ̊ Á∫Á Ã™^ÁåÁ

EÁúN˛y uƒN¿̨ Æ N˛¬Á N˛Á LN˛ ßÁT “ÁzoÁ “{

\Áz uN˛ üßÁƒ∆Á¬y “ÁzåÁ YÁu“L@

W - (∫Á}T) EÁúNz̨  ˚Á∫Á T¿Á“N˛Áı N˛Áz utL TL

Ó̂ez/T¬o ƒÁtz EÁúN˛Áz ú∫z∆ÁuåÆÁı ™ı ¬Á

ÃN˛oz “¯, Fã“ı bÁ¬åz Nz̨  üÆÁÃ N˛∫ı@

X - (LN˛Àb~Á) üyu™Æ™ t∫ Nz̨  N˛Á∫m T¿Á“N˛ Nz̨

ÀƒÁÀsÆ EÁ{∫ EãÆ Yy\Áı Ãz ÃÊ§Êuáo

™“nƒúÓm| o·Æ å“Î ZÏúÁL \Áåz YÁu“L

MÆÁıuN˛ Æ“ GÃNz˛ u¬L ú∫z∆Áåy §å

ÃN˛oz “¯@

Y - (ÆÓ) uN˛Ãy uƒN¿̨ Æ N˛y §ÁoYyo ™ı <<™¯>> Ãz

[ÆÁtÁ ™“nƒúÓm| <<ÆÓ>> EÁú “¯@

Z - (\y∫Áz) ∆ÓãÆ u∆N˛ÁÆoÁı N˛Á “ÁzåÁ EÁúNz̨

uåÆÊfim ™ı å“Î “{ ¬zuN˛å T¿Á“N˛Áı N˛y u∆N˛ÁÆoÁı

N˛Áz uƒå™¿oÁ LƒÊ ÃÊoÏ…boÁúÓƒ|N˛ ÃÏ¬^ÁåÁ

EÁúNz̨  “Ás ™ı “{@

\yƒå §y™Á uƒN¿̨ Æ N˛y ∆£tÁƒ¬y
A Ãz Z oN˛

ÃÊßÁ∫ - FÊ≈ÆÁz∫zÃÊ EÁúNz̨  u¬L, ßÁzúÁ¬

• 
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Report Card: General

MARCH APRIL - MARCH GROWTH OVER THE
INSURER

2008-09 2007-08 * 2008-09 2007-08 *
CORRESPONDING PERIOD

OF PREVIOUS YEAR

(Rs.in Crores)

GROSS PREMIUM UNDERWRITTEN FOR AND UP TO THE MONTH OF MARCH, 2009

Note: $ Commenced operations in November, 2007. * Figures revised by insurance companies
# Commenced operations in February, 2008. *** Erroneous reporting by the insurer in March 2008
@ Commenced operations in July, 2008.

Royal Sundaram 78.12 68.89 806.22 696.63 15.73
Tata-AIG 69.74 76.35 882.93 816.62 8.12
Reliance General 138.24 136.68 1914.87 1946.42 -1.62
IFFCO-Tokio 257.81 207.53 1515.52 1235.83 22.63
ICICI-lombard 164.28 201.81 3419.84 3344.69 2.25
Bajaj Allianz 232.99 253.82 2640.49 2404.34 9.82
HDFC ERGO General *** 41.05 37.84 339.48 239.69 41.63
Cholamandalam *** 41.46 44.88 685.44 524.26 30.74
Future Generali $ 24.40 2.25 194.85 10.64 1730.84
Universal Sompo # 10.69 0.00 30.03 0.00
Shriram General @ 6.21 0.00 113.59 0.00
Bharti AXA General @ 7.75 0.00 28.50 0.00
New India 529.99 517.35 5516.62 5277.60 4.53
National 408.91 366.24 4276.81 4007.23 6.73
United India 467.36 372.46 4275.44 3739.56 14.33
Oriental 386.72 341.25 3960.57 3808.14 4.00
PRIVATE TOTAL 1072.74 1030.05 12571.76 11219.12 12.06
PUBLIC TOTAL 1792.98 1597.30 18029.44 16832.53 7.11
GRAND TOTAL 2865.72 2627.35 30601.20 28051.65 9.09

SPECIALISED INSTITUTIONS

1.Credit Insurance
ECGC 79.14 78.98 744.67 669.39 11.25

2.Health Insurance
Star Health & Allied Insurance 17.44 5.96 511.93 168.19 204.38
Apollo DKV 6.22 2.04 48.95 2.98 1542.11

Health Total 23.66 8.00 560.88 171.17 227.67

3.Agriculture Insurance
AIC 72.21 52.70 805.74 828.66 -2.77

statistics - non-life insurance
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events

14 - 15 May 2009 10th Asian Conference on Bancassurance &

Venue: Singapore Alternative Distribution Channels

By Asia Insurance Review, Singapore

18 - 20 May 2009 Management of Change

Venue: NIA, Pune By National Insurance Academy

25 - 27 May 2009 3rd Asian Insurance CFO Summit

Venue: Hong Kong By Asia Insurance Review, Singapore

27 - 29 May 2009 13th International Congress on Insurance:

Venue: Istanbul, Turkey Mathematics and Economics

By Ankara University, Turkey

07 - 10 Jun 2009 45th Annual Seminar on Insurance

Venue: Amman, Jordan By International Insurance Society, Jordan

11 - 13 Jun 2009 Financial Awareness

Venue: NIA, Pune By National Insurance Academy

17 - 18 Jun 2009 1st Middle East Conference on Training and

Venue: Dubai, UAE HR Development in Insurance

By Asia Insurance Review, Singapore

21 - 23 Jun 2009 17th Annual Strategic Issues Conference

Venue: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia By LOMA/LIMRA

25 - 26 Jun 2009 Ethical Values in Human Capital

Venue: NIA, Pune By National Insurance Academy

02 - 03 Jul 2009 8th Conference on Catastrophe Insurance in Asia

Venue: Taipei, Taiwan By Asia Insurance Review, Singapore

• 
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view point

As the IAIS develops further papers on group-wide supervision, we will continue

to remain vigilant and consider the lessons learnt from the financial crisis.

Mr Peter Braumuller

Chair of the IAIS Executive Committee

State insurance regulators believe it is important to ensure that affordable,

sufficient health coverage is available to small business owners, their employees

and individuals.

Ms Sandy Praeger

Kansas Insurance Commissioner and

Chair of the NAIC Health Insurance and Managed Care Committee

As an economy develops on various fronts, the awareness levels of its people in

financial services like insurance are bound to go up.

Mr J Hari Narayan

Chairman, Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority (India)

In all financial activity, a certain degree of risk is inevitable and cannot be avoided

– despite the best efforts of prudential regulators at risk reduction.

Mr David Lewis

General Manager, Australian Prudential Regulation Authority

It is premature to ascertain how the new financial landscape, post-crisis, is going

to look like. However, we can infer this somewhat from key agendas being debated

by policy-makers, regulators and industry players.

Mr NG Nam Sin

Executive Director, Monetary Authority of Singapore

The current global financial crisis is centred in the advanced economies; and

the severe financial instability and the resultant economic downturns has affected

and infected the developing world as well.

Mr Dato’ Zamani Abdul Ghani

Deputy Governor, Bank Negara Malaysia


